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Established in 1983, Consumer Unity & Trust Society is a rights advocacy group, having its head office  in

Jaipur and one centre each at Chittorgarh, Delhi and Calcutta in India. In the year 2001, CUTS started a new

centre overseas, at Lusaka (Zambia), Nairobi (Kenya), and London (UK).

The organisation elects its board/executive committee every three years, while the secretariat is headed by

the Secretary General. Over 1200 individuals and 300 organisations are its members. The organisation is

accredited to the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development and the United Nations Commission

on Sustainable Development.

CUTS also works with several national, regional and international organisations, such as Consumers

International, the International Centre for Trade and Sustainable Development, South Asia Watch on Trade,

Economics & Environment, the Consumer Coordination Council of India, etc. It also serves on several policy-

making bodies of the Government of India.

OUR CENTRES

CUTS Centre for International Trade, Economics

& Environment (CITEE)

D-217, Bhaskar Marg, Banipark

Jaipur 302 016, India

Ph: +91.141.228 2821

Fx: +91.141.228 2485

E-mail: citee@cuts.org

Website: www.cuts-citee.org

CUTS Centre for Competition, Investment &

Economic Regulation (C-CIER)

D-218, Bhaskar Marg, Banipark
Jaipur 302 016, India

Ph: +91.141.228 2821

Fx: +91.141.228 2485, 228 2733

E-mail: c-cier@cuts.org

Website: www.cuts-ccier.org

CUTS Centre for Consumer Action, Research &

Training (CART)

D-222, Vijayalaxmi Apartment, Bhaskar Marg, Banipark

Jaipur 302 016, India

Ph: +91.141.228 2821, 513 3259

Fx: +91.141.228 2485

E-mail: cart@cuts.org

CUTS Centre for Human Development (CHD)

Rawala, Senti

Chittorgarh 312 025, India

Ph: +91.1472.24 1472

Fx: +91.1472.24 7715

E-mail: cutschd@sancharnet.in; chd@cuts.org

Calcutta Resource Centre (CRC)

3, Suren Tagore Road

2nd Floor,

Kolkata-700 019, India

Ph: +91.33.2460 4985

Fax: +91.33.2460 4987

E-mail: cutscal@vsnl.com; calcutta@cuts.org

Delhi Resource Centre (DRC)

62, Qutab View Apartments, Katwaria Sarai,

New Delhi 110 016

Ph: +91.11.2686 3021, 2653 7791

Fx: +91.11.2685 6288

E-mail: delhi@cuts.org

CUTS Institute for Regulation & Competition

(CIRC)

D-218, Bhaskar Marg, Banipark

Jaipur 302 016, India

Ph: +91.141.228 2821
Fx: +91.141.228 2485

E-mail: circ@circ.in; circ@cuts.org

Website: www.circ.in

Africa Resource Centre (ARC)

4th Floor, Main Post Office Building, Cairo Road,

PO Box 37113, Lusaka, Zambia

Ph: +260.1.224 992

Fx: +260.1.225 220

E-mail: cutsarc@zamnet.zm; lusaka@cuts.org

London Resource Centre (LRC)

Gordon House, 6 Lissenden Gardens, London,

NW5 1LX, UK

Ph: +44.20.7482 8830

Fx: +44.20.7482 8831(Direct), 7482 8802

(Business Centre)

Email: london@cuts.org

Website: www.cuts-london.org

Nairobi Resource Centre (NRC)

Co-op Trust Plaza, 1st Floor, Lower Hill/Bunyala

Roads, Upper Hill,

P.O. Box 8188-00200

Nairobi, Kenya

Ph: +254.20.273 4926

Fx: +254.20.273 4925

Email: nairobi@cuts.org
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From the Secretary General's Desk

The Year That Was
The year 2005-06, like the previous one, added a new

dimension to CUTS International, as we moved forward

on the path of progress, in terms of enlargement of work

areas, completion of projects and programmes and

accomplishment of newer responsibilities. CUTS, in fact,

has been working on real-time issues, those that have a

direct impact on the people and the society, including

those that would prompt the policymakers or

governance to work for the common man.

Working at Three Levels
In order to reach out to the grassroots level with national as well as global

opportunities, perspectives and predicaments, we left no stone unturned

in exhausting our energy and efforts. We directed our utmost attention to

take the vox populi to the national, regional and global levels through our

research and policy analysis, advocacy and intervention, and participation

and representation.

From grassroots awareness campaign through Gram Gadar initiated in

1983 to the global outreach via various projects and programmes, CUTS

International has come a long way in helping those who have not been

helped, reaching out to those who have never been reached, and

intervening those areas and entities where angels fear to tread. Working

on three levels � grassroots, national and international � simultaneously

for more than 22 years is no less than an achievement for CUTS and its

dedicated staff, including me. And I feel, more often, weighed down by

the ever-continuing expansion of the organisation, as it paves the way

towards the more challenging tasks and the greater avenues to work upon,

which would enable CUTS to create a whole new world order where

producers and consumers would be equally benefited, where the North

and the South would work in tandem towards a common goal, and where

all national programmes, projects and priorities would be directed towards

people�s welfare.

CIRC � A New Initiative
In September 2005, CUTS launched its new project for setting up of CUTS

Institute for Regulation and Competition (CIRC) at Jaipur with Dr C

Rangarajan as Chairman and Prof Jagdish Bhagwati, Dr Frederic Jenny, Dr

Vijay Kelkar and Dr Kirit Parekh as the distinguished Members delighted

to be the part of such a unique initiative. CIRC aims to offer educational

and training programmes on three areas: commercial diplomacy; economic

regulation; and competition policy and law. In a very short span of time,

CIRC has gained ground through various activities, including organising

the first of its kind Academic Lecture Series on �Capacity Building on

Competition Law and Policy with Special Reference to India�, in New

Delhi. Eleanor M Fox, Walter J Derenberg Professor New York University

School of Law, addressed the Academic Lecture Series.
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A Magnum Opus
One notable achievement during the period was publication of the

�Competition Regimes in the World � A Civil Society Report�, which is

undoubtedly the first of its kind in the world. This is a CUTS� creation.

And this has not been done before anywhere in the world. To be part of

this trendsetting work covering 119 countries from around the world, which

was released during the fifth review conference of the United Nations

Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) in Antalya, Turkey in

November 2005, I had the honour to be a part of it.

CUTS at the WTO
The year was full of activities because of the WTO Ministerial at Hong

Kong, where CUTS was represented in full space. One of our Centres i.e.

CUTS CITEE implemented a project, �WTO Doha Round & South Asia:

Linking Civil Society with Trade Negotiations� wherein we brought out a

book, �South Asian Positions in the WTO Doha Round � In Search of a

True Development Agenda�, which was released during the Ministerial.

The book is collection of research papers on the five key issues of �July

Package�. Besides, four briefing papers, especially �WTO in 2006: Looking

Back to Move Ahead � Post Hong Kong is More Challenging and �Market

Access for Least Developed Countries: The Hong Kong Effect� were

published as part of the project. That was not all. CUTS came out with

another publication on the Hong Kong Ministerial:  �Hanging By a Thread

� Perspectives on the WTO Ministerial�, which is a treasure of views,

opinions expressed by renowned experts and commentators on the WTO

issues. I was at Hong Kong as part of the official Indian delegation.

Projects at the International Level
Continuing our activities on the WTO, country partners developed papers

on �Competition in Select Agricultural Sectors�, on tobacco in Malawi,

food grains in Ethiopia and sugar in Mauritius. These papers were

incorporated in a policy brief entitled, �Competition Issues in the Global

Agricultural Commodity Markets and the WTO: Whose Agenda?� that was

disseminated during one of the side events organised by CUTS at the

WTO Hong Kong Ministerial in December 2005.

We implemented another multi-country competition policy and law

project, �Advocacy and Capacity Building on Competition Policy and Law

in Asia (7Up2 Project)� in six Asian countries and under which a research

study included: �Competition Law and Property Rights in Vietnam�,

Competition Scenario in Telecommunications Sector in Cambodia, Laos

and Vietnam and Abuse of Dominance in Developing Economies: A Focus

on the Issues in Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam.

In order to develop the capacity of national stakeholders, including policy

makers, regulators, CSOs, academicians and the media, CUTS C-CIER

implemented the project �Capacity Building on Competition Policy in Select

Countries of Eastern and Southern Africa (7Up3 Project)� in seven African

countries. Under the project, the first draft of the Country Research Reports

(CRRs) was prepared.

For advocacy, two rounds of national stakeholder dialogues i.e. National

Reference Group (NRG) Meetings were organised in the project countries,

including a Regional Conference of the 7Up3 in Addis Ababa. Also, a

7Up3 e-forum has been created with the membership of 7Up3 project
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partners, project advisory committee members, donors, members of the

NRGs, and others, whose membership rose to 250.

CUTS C-CIER implemented a project, �Comparative Study of Sectoral

Regulation in Select Developing Countries (RegFrame I)� that aimed to

assess regulatory regimes in select developing countries of Asia and Africa.

CUTS CITEE implemented various projects including Trade Law under

which we produced four briefing papers covering the famous disputes

either involving the US or the EU as the second party. In the South-South

Economic Cooperation: Exploring Mekong-Ganga Relationship (MGR)

project, we came out with background papers, perception survey reports

and country reports, apart from producing five briefing papers and

organising a final consultation of the project at Bangkok. South-South

Economic Cooperation: Exploring IBSA Initiative project studied how India

and three countries i.e. India, Brazil and South Africa (IBSA) can play a

major role in achieving better economic and political results. Regional

Economic Cooperation in South Asia (RECSA) aimed to assess the present

status of this regional bloc and analyse the future prospects of Economic

Cooperation in South Asia. Under the project, seven briefing papers,

including What Makes Regional Integration Work? Lessons for South Asia

and Regionalism: A Stumbling Block for Trade Liberalisation? were brought

out.

Other significant projects included: Linkages between Trade, Development

& Poverty Reduction (TDP), which is multi-country project involving 15

countries from South Asia, Southeast Asia, Eastern and Southern Africa,

Europe and which produced, apart from three significant briefing papers,

including �TDP Project and Links with MDGs�, background papers from

15 partner countries. South-South Economic Cooperation: Devising A

Comprehensive IBSA Strategy on WTO Agriculture Negotiations (IBSA II)

which conducted action research on IBSA countries� positions on WTO

negotiations on agriculture, and came out with two sets of basic working

papers: one from IBSA countries and the other from Australia, China, EU

and US. Improving Institutions for Pro-Poor Growth (IPPG), a five-year

programme initiated with an inception phase in which exploratory studies

were carried out in Bangladesh, Bolivia, Mali and Tanzania. Last but not

the least, Strategic Review of WTO-provided Trade-Related Technical

Assistance (TRTA) Activities, which was implemented with project partners,

Latin American `School of Social Sciences (FLASCO), Argentina and

Canada-based North-South Institute (NSI), aims to provide independent

views and recommendations that could be implemented on such aspects

of TRTA.

Projects at the National Level
Our project, �Grassroots Reachout and Networking in India on Trade and

Economics (GRANITE)�, being implemented in eight Indian states in

association with CSOs working at the grassroots, focused on two aspects:

agriculture and textiles and clothing (T&C) in the context of globalisation

and the WTO. Under the project, a book, which is the outcome of a

comprehensive study, �Globalisation and Livelihood Concerns: People�s

Perception in Agricultural and Textiles & Clothing Sector in Rajasthan

and West Bengal� was published. The study provides an insight into the

grassroots realities in the agriculture and T&C sectors of the two states:

Rajasthan and West Bengal
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CUTS CART worked on four major projects during the period: �Hum Bhi

Bachche Hain� (we, too, are children) on child domestic workers (CDWs),

Participatory Expenditure Tracking Survey (PETS) on Mid-day Meal Scheme

(MDMS) in Rajasthan; Power Sector Reforms (Phase- II); and Securities

Market Awareness Campaign (SMAC).

Our Calcutta Resource Centre (CUTS CRC) implemented down to earth

projects, including: Farmers� Rights Programme (FRP) Phase � II; Rational

use of Drugs (RuDs) through Patient Information Material and Consumer

Awareness Programmes; and Medicine Pricing Project. Apart from

advocacy activities, CUTS CRC produced very informative briefing papers

on Access and Benefit Sharing, Prior Informed Consent and Bio-piracy.

Besides, it came out with a Campaign Kit in the form of a year planner on

the theme, �Protect Bio-piracy and Traditional Knowledge�.

CUTS CHD, our centre at Chittorgarh, worked on grassroots projects, most

notably: Hamara Manch � Rural Girl Empowerment Programme (RGEP);

Self-Help Groups (SHGs) and Bank Linkages Project; Universal Birth

Registration; Chayan Youth Intervention �Towards a Pleasant Future;

Reproductive and Child Health, Nutrition and Aids (RACHNA) Programme;

Land and Water Management towards Biodiversity Conservation; and

Panchayati Raj Institutions Support and Mobilisation Programme

(PRISMO).

Finally, during the period, we implemented a project, �Pharmaceuticals

and Health Sector Study in India� which focused on key stakeholders like

pharmaceutical manufacturers, hospitals, doctors, and consumer

organisations in select Indian cities � Delhi, Kolkata, Mumbai, Banglore,

Ahmedabad and Hyderabad.

A National Forum
At the national level, we organised the launch meeting of the

Parliamentarians� Forum on Economic Policy Issues (PAR-FORE) at New

Delhi, at the behest of five Parliamentarians cutting across party lines to

facilitate discussions on a periodic basis among Members of Parliament

(MPs) on the core economic policy issues reflected in and out of Parliament

and the media.

Advocacy and Outreach
CUTS brought out an advocacy document entitled, �Linkages between

Environmental Standards and Poverty: A People-centred Approach�, which

explores the possible linkages between environmental standards and

poverty reduction. Another report, �Stocktaking of Progress Towards

Sustainability: a pilot study of Indian legislative initiatives�, aims to analyse

the progress towards sustainability by focusing on law making needs.

Moreover, a report of greater focus, �Consumer-friendly Cable TV System��,

looks at the various issues of concern in the cable TV sector and analyses

them in the light of the several surveys conducted by CUTS.

In order to assist the consumers and people at grassroots level, CUTS

brought out a path-breaking book entitled, �Rajasthan Mein Upbhoktaon

Ki Stithi� (State of Consumers in Rajasthan).
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To assist our Members of Parliament (MPs) discuss issues in the Parliament,

CUTS came out with bill blow-up, �The Petroleum and Natural Gas

Regulatory Board Bill, 2005�, which provides for the setting up of a

Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board Bill and aims to regulate the

downstream petroleum and natural gas sectors.

Mass awareness campaigns to generate vox populi have been our

predominant activities whereby we reach out to the grassroots, to those

who have been denied, sidelined and cornered. CUTS CHD organised

campaigns on girl child school enrollment, birth registration and ill-effects

of social evils like child marriage and discrimination against girls in the

villages of Chittorgarh and Bhilwara districts, and I can see more such

initiatives coming in future. Besides, we implemented projects on women

empowerment and on youth by generating awareness against HIV/AIDS.

Some More Feathers in Our Crown
I was honoured with a seat in the five-member panel of the World Bank�s

(WB) Operations Evaluation Department (OED) which has established a

High Level External Panel for the Trade Assistance Evaluation on the basis

of outstanding professional credentials, leadership role among key

stakeholder groups, breadth of interests and expertise in key areas, and

understanding the WB�s role and operations. The external panel came out

with startling facts that it has no definite strategy for policy issues.

I was the lone Indian to represent the 4th International Competition Network

(ICN) Annual Conference held in Bonn, in June 2005. My participation in

the conference was unique on two counts: one, I was the only NGO

representative; and second, I represented India at the meeting, in the

absence of the competition authority i.e. Competition Commission of India

(CCI)!

The Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (CERC) appointed me as

Member of the Central Advisory Committee (CAC). In this capacity, I would

advise the Commission on the issues related to policy, quality, continuity

and extent of services provided by licencees, protection of consumer

interests and overall standard of performance by utilities.

And a Few Words�
I do revere and value the support and assistance of all those institutions,

groups and individuals who have contributed immensely in the making of

CUTS, which is yet to reach its full potential and growth. It is my firm

belief that we will continue to receive valuable suggestions and feedback

in our future endeavours.

Jaipur, India                                                                         Pradeep S Mehta

September, 2006                                                                     Secretary General
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C
UTS was established in 1983 as a small group of concerned citizens.

Since then it has been working towards bridging the gap between

the people at the grassroots and international policy-making

community. Today, it is a leading consumer organisation in India. More

importantly, CUTS is now at the cutting edge of the consumer movement,

not only in India but also other parts of the world. The organisation focuses

its programmes on the following five areas:

� Consumer Protection

� International Trade & Development

� Competition, Investment & Economic Regulation

� Human Development

� Consumer Safety

Historical Perspective
CUTS began from a rural development initiative, a wall newspaper �Gram

Gadar� (Village Revolution). As the organisation�s mouthpiece, Gram Gadar

is being published regularly and reaches every nook and corner of

Rajasthan, even remote villages where radio is the only medium of

communication. It has been instrumental in providing a forum for the

oppressed classes at the grassroots to get justice.

Objectives
� to initiate, undertake and aid directly or through its affiliated bodies,

schemes for the furtherance of consumer and public welfare, including

those relating to environment, health care, general awareness,

empowerment and socio-economic development;

� to promote, organise and assist measures for the availability of consumer

commodities and services, including those relating to environment,

health care, general awareness, empowerment and socio-economic

development;

� to study consumer and public interest/welfare problems and evolve

remedies, including those relating to environment, health care, general

awareness, empowerment and socio-economic development;

� to publish studies, periodicals, reports and other literature relating to

consumer commodities and services, including those relating to

environment, health care, general awareness, empowerment and socio-

economic development;

� to undertake, research and case studies in respect of consumer

commodities and services public interest/welfare, including those

relating to environment, health care, general awareness, empowerment

and socio-economic development;

� to advise and if necessary, assist governments and the concerned

authorities in framing and enforcing laws to safeguard the interest of

the consumer and citizen, including those relating to environment,

health care, general awareness, empowerment and socio-economic

development; and

� to disseminate knowledge and information and to educate the public

regarding consumer and public interest/welfare problems and

programmes on a scientific basis, including those relating to

About CUTS

It�s a great honour for

me to visit CUTS head

office after so many

years of wonderful

contacts with its several

collaborators. Looking

forward to develop

strong partnership in

the coming years.

Dr Jean Joseph Boillot,

Financial Counsellor,

French Embassy,

New Delhi

Nice to get introduced

to the work being done

here, which sounds

very interesting with

far reaching impact.

Best wishes and keep

up the good work.

J V R Murty

WSP-SA, World Bank,

Mumbai

Thanks for the

hospitality. I look

forward to working

together in the future.

The Asia Foundation

will be honoured to

have such a partner in

India and in the

region.

Franck Wiebe

The Asia Foundation

San Francisco
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Rajeev D Mathur
Executive Director

Vijay Ghoshal
Senior Accounts Officer

Ruchi Sharma
Administrative

Officer

L N Sharma
Accounts Officer

S M Mathur
Secretary cum Treasurer

environment, health care, general awareness, empowerment and socio-

economic development.

Vision Statement
Consumer sovereignty in the framework of social justice and equality,

within and across borders

Organisational Development
From a small voluntary group of concerned citizens operating out of a

garage on a zero budget to an international NGO, the journey has been

marked with healthy growth. The year 2005-06 was marked by some

important organisational developments within the country and abroad.

CUTS� centres are broadly divided into two distinct categories:

� Programme Centres; and

� Resource Centres.

Programme Centres
� Centre for International Trade, Economics & Environment (CITEE),

Jaipur, India

� Centre for Consumer Action, Research & Training (CART), Jaipur, India

� Centre for Human Development (CHD), Chittorgarh, India

� Centre for Competition, Investment & Economic Regulation (CCIER),

Jaipur India

� CUTS Institute for Regulation and Competition (CIRC)

Resource Centres
� Calcutta Resource Centre (CRC), Calcutta, India. The Centre also works

on the programmatic area of Consumer Safety issues

� Africa Resource Centre (ARC), Lusaka, Zambia

� London Resource Centre (LRC), London, UK

It has been a pleasure

visiting CUTS and

meeting its fine staff.

To Pradeep, my

admiration for CUTS

and your work grows

each time.

Chandrakant Patel,

Southern and Eastern

African Trade

Information and

Negotiations Institute

(SEATINI), Geneva

Sudhir Kumar
Accounts Officer

   Secretary cum Treasurer           Directors/Associate Directors/Assistant Directors                Adviser/Co-ordinators

Organisational Structure

General Body
(Meets once a year and receives the annual report and audited accounts,

elects the executive every fourth year and approves broad policy directions)

Executive Committee
(The 13 members meet at least twice a year, take policy decisions, approve budgets, etc.)

Secretary General
(Appointed by the Executive Committee as the chief executive officer (CEO) of the organisation, receives

instructions from the board, implements all programmes and oversees the administration)

Õ
Õ

Õ

Õ
Õ

Õ

Õ
Õ

Õ
Õ

Õ

Õ

CART

Co-ordinator

Prog. Officers

Staff Assts.

CITEE

Co-ordinator

Research
Associates

Research/Prog.
Assts.

CRC

Co-ordinator

Research/
Prog. Assts.

CHD

Co-ordinator

Deputy Co-ord.

Prog. Officers

Field Staff

ARC

Õ

DRC

Co-ordinator

Research/
Prog.Assts.

LRC

Staff Assts.

ÕÕ
Õ

Õ

C-CIER

Co-ordinator

Research
Associates

Research/Prog.
Assts.

Õ
Õ

Lusaka

Staff Assts.

ÕNairobi

Staff Assts.
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Mukesh Tyagi
DTP Officer

 M Shamsur
Rabb Khan

Editor

Madhuri Vasnani
Publications

Assistant

Anudeepa Nair
Personal Assistant

Nupur Anchlia
Representative

in Mumbai

� Delhi Resource Centre (DRC), New Delhi, India

� Africa Resource Centre (ARC), Nairobi, Kenya

Meeting of the General Body
The General Body Meeting was held on December 21, 2005 in which the

Annual Report and audited accounts were presented. An Extraordinary

General Meeting was also held on January 20, 2006.

Executive Committee Meeting
Meeting of the Executive Committee was held on July 30, 2005 where

internal policy matters, development and budget were reviewed.

Human Resource Development
During this year, Sheetal Bharat, Sudhir Kumar, Anutosh Biswas, Pooja

Sharma, Madhumanti, Pradeep Balani, Teerthankar Raj Jain, Kirti Johari,

Mohd. Yasen Islaam, Shamsur Rabb Khan, Joie Chowdhury, John Tabari,

Satyabrat Saha, Swati Dhoot, Rajkumar Trivedi, Alpana Parmar, Michael

Christian Bratt, Pallavi Mukherjee, Pankaj Ghasal, Urmimala Chatterjee,

Dudeshwar Kumar, Christina Manoharan, N C Pahariya, Richa Bhatnagar,

Richa Srivastava and Smita John joined CUTS at Jaipur.

Anudeepa Nair rejoined CUTS at Jaipur. Smriti joined CUTS, Jaipur as YP

CAPART.

Tathagata Lahiri, Ramu Prasad Verma, Keya Ghosh joined our Calcutta

Resource Centre and Om Gupta, Bipin Chandra Satyawali, Shrawan

Nigam, Mani Lamba joined Delhi Resource Centre.

Mamta Dadhich, Raghvendra Singh Chauhan, Shiv Singh Chauhan, Renu

Pareek, Rajani Sisodiya, Mathura Lal Regar, Mushtaq Ali Mansuri joined

the RACHNA project, CUTS Bhilwara.

Udai S Mehta joined London Resource Centre, and Vladimir Chilinya

Africa Resource Centre, Lusaka during the year. Anne Wanjiku Maina

and Grace Nyaguthii Njeru joined CUTS Nairobi Resource Centre.

CUTS Web Site
CUTS has developed a comprehensive web site with an URL www.cuts-

international.com. It has useful links and hyperlinks leading to its various

Programme Centres and Resource Centres that provide an insight into the

individual sub-domains. Main page mirrors the broad outline about the

organisation and its activities. In addition, it provides valuable information

on the following areas:

� Projects and events;

� Media articles and press releases;

� Current initiatives; and

� Advocacy campaigns.

CUTS Library and Documentation Department
CUTS library and documentation department plays a vital role in supporting

in-house research work by facilitating access to relevant information

sources. This department has Database Units.

CUTS is a role model

for developing country

NGO. CUTS has

demonstrated that

advocacy and research-

based action is vital to

all countries.

Navneet Sharma,

Eritrean Institute of

Technology,

Eritrea

Sweepthish Jayan
Assistant IT

Officer

Mohd. Aslam Khan
Assistant IT Officer
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Lokpal Jangir
Assistant

Documentation Officer

Kirti Johari
Assistant
Librarian

The Library
CUTS library has an extensive collection of books, journals, research

reports, working papers, monographs, briefing papers and pamphlets in

the fields of economics, economic development, foreign direct investment

(FDI), competition, poverty, industry, international trade, trade &

development, trade & environment, energy, agriculture, law, consumerism

etc. It subscribes 22 journals/magazines and more than 10 newspapers. It

also contains wide collection of CDs/audio-videos/photographs.

Information Unit
This unit has a database, which is a collection of international, national

and grassroots-level organisations including inter-governmental

organisations, governmental organisations and non-governmental

organisations (NGOs). It contains Postal Mailing Lists (ML), Electronic List

(EL), Visiting Cards and Dispatching: Information Unit is responsible for

providing mailing list/s to the dispatch section in Label Format.

Infrastructural Development
Considerable investments were made on information technology and office

equipments. New books were added to the library. Number of computers

increased from 45 to 68 and some of the existing computers were upgraded

for compatibility. Heavy duty centralised printers were installed.

Centralised Network & Internet connectivity was provided. High-end

electronic gadgets like routers at all the three offices at Jaipur to control

the Internet bandwidth and fight spam in order to give users non-stop

browsing and increase the productivity, were purchased.

Capacity Building of the Staff
� Grace Nyaguthii Njeru of CUTS NRC attended Economic Partnership

Agreement (EPA) Trade Training Course, at Nairobi, Kenya, during

March 10-11, 2006.

� R K Sharma of CUTS CART attended an Inception Workshop on

Livelihood Issues and Options for Rajasthan at Indian Institute of Health

Management and Research (IIHMR), at Jaipur, Rajasthan, on March

03, 2006.

� Punyarupa Bhadury attended PRADANYA 2005, a National Health

Conference organised by IIHMR, at Jaipur on December 17, 2005.

� Dhanna Singh Rawat of CUTS CHD attended a state level consultation

on Strengthening Civil Society Responses Against Sex Selection,

organised by Centre for Advocacy and Research (CFAR) & IFES, at

Udaipur, from December 12-14, 2005.

� Madhumanti of CUTS CITEE attended the International Conference on

Economics of Sustainable Development organised by Anuvrat Global

Organisation (Anuvibha), Jaipur and Institute for Integrated Learning

in Management (IILM), Jaipur at New Delhi, on December 07-08, 2005.

The focus of the conference was to synthesise alternative strategies for

sustainability and human welfare by bringing together visionaries from

various fields ranging from economics to spirituality.

� Smriti attended Women Power Connect (WPC) lobby training/formation

of state chapter�s meeting, at Ahmedabad, during November 18-19,

2005.

Wonderful to have met all

of you. Continuing to be

impressed with your work,

ideas and networking. Keep

going strong.

Maike de Loor

Novib, (Oxfam, The
Netherlands)

It was very good and

refreshing meeting with you

all and looking forward to

South-South Cooperation.

Jabu Dada

South Africa

CPS
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� Ruchi Sharma of CUTS attended a workshop on �Outsourcing Strategy

to Improve Competitiveness: Sharing Experience�, organised by the

Associated Chambers of Commerce & Industry of India (ASSOCHAM),

at New Delhi, India, on October 15, 2005. The workshop aimed at

enabling enterprises to carve out an outsourcing strategy to improve

their competitiveness.

� Pooja Sharma, Sheetal Bharat, Swati Chadha and Vinamrata Rathore,

of CUTS attended the Management Development Programme (MDP)

on �Communication and Presentation Skills,� which was held at Fore

School of Management, New Delhi, from September 19-21, 2005.

The programme focused on the enhancement of verbal and non-verbal

communication.

� Nupur Anchlia and Swati Chadha of CUTS attended an inception

workshop entitled, �Strategies and Preparedness for Trade and

Globalisation in India for Textiles and Clothing Sector�, at Gujarat

Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Ahmedabad, on September 12,

2005.

� L N Sharma of CUTS attended a training programme on Tax Deduction

at Source (TDS), at New Delhi, on August 26, 2005.

Donor Agencies
CUTS maintains an interactive association with various donor agencies

both at the national and international levels. The organisation receives

funds from national as well as international agencies to implement various

development projects and programmes. By judicious use of the funds, the

organisation pursues and strengthens its various functional areas. During

2005-06, the main funding agencies for organisation have been categorised

into two sources: the governmental sector donors and the non-

governmental sector donors.

The government sector donors include: Department for International

Development (DFID), UK; Canadian International Development Agency

(CIDA), New Delhi; various Ministries of Government of India (GoI);

Government of Rajasthan; Government of the Netherlands; Norwegian

Agency for Development and Cooperation (NORAD), Norway; Swiss

Agency for Development Cooperation (SDC), Berne and New Delhi; Swiss

Agency for International Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA),

Stockholm; United Nations Conference on Trade and Development

(UNCTAD), Geneva; European Commission (EC); World Health

Organisation (WHO), New Delhi; and United Nations Population Fund

(UNFPA), New Delhi.

The non-governmental sector donors include: Oxfam GB in India; Novib

the Netherlands; Save the Children, UK; Friedrich Ebert Stiftung (FES),

Germany; International Development Research Centre (IDRC), Canada;

and Commonwealth Foundation, UK. As the best practices, CUTS made

consistent efforts to establish long-term working relations with donors.
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Major Events and Activities

� Launched a two-year project entitled �Grassroots Reachout & Networking in

India on Trade & Economics� (GRANITE), supported by the Norwegian

Agency for Development Cooperation (NORAD), Norway and Novib

(Oxfam, The Netherlands), at Jaipur, Rajasthan.

� Organised a workshop jointly with Department of Food and Civil Supplies,

Government of Rajasthan to discuss the proposal for setting up a �State

Competition and Regulatory Agency� (SCoRA)�at Jaipur, Rajasthan.

� Organised a day-long workshop on the Rational use of Drugs (RuD) at

Chandigarh, India. The workshop was a part of the �Consumer Awareness

Generation Programmes� highlighting the issues like over-the-counter (OTC)

drugs, doctor-patient dialogue, proper storage and disposal of drugs etc.

� Three rounds of discussions on the key aspects of regulatory autonomy and

accountability in India were organised at New Delhi.

� The project entitled, �Hum Bhi Bachche Hain� (we, too, are children) on

child domestic workers (CDWs) was formally launched at Jaipur, India.

� Organised a day-long national consultation in New Delhi, under the project

entitled, �WTO Doha Round & South Asia: Linking Civil Society with Trade

Negotiations�.

� The project �Public Expenditure Tracking Survey (PETS) on the Mid-day Meal

Scheme (MDMS)� in Rajasthan was launched at Chittorgarh, Rajasthan.

� Organised the launch meeting of the Parliamentarians� Forum on Economic

Policy Issues (PAR-FORE) at New Delhi.

� Organised the first of its kind CIRC Academic Lecture Series on �Capacity

Building on Competition Law and Policy with Special Reference to India�, in

New Delhi. Eleanor M Fox, Walter J Derenberg Professor New York

University School of Law, addressed the Academic Lecture Series.

� Organised a capacity building workshop under the Farmers� Rights

Programme (Phase-II), in Meghalaya, Shillong to sensitise the grassroots

stakeholders on the issues relating to Benefit Sharing and Prior Consent on

Traditional Knowledge.

� Organised a Regional Conference on the project entitled, �Capacity Building

on Competition Policy in Select Countries of Eastern and Southern Africa�,

(popularly referred to as the 7Up3 project) at Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

� Organised a �Training Seminar on Competition Policy and Law�, in New

Delhi.

2005

April 14

April 30

May 26

May 07, July 23

and September 10

July 27

September 17

October 21

December 07

2006

January 18

February 08

March 27-28

March 20-24

Major Highlights of the Year 2005-06

S
triving towards new challenges and new thinking, CUTS focused on

its core functional areas during the year 2004-05. Some of the major

activities are listed below:

Programmes & Events
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Research & Publications
� In April 2005, published an advocacy document entitled, �Linkages

between Environmental Standards and Poverty: A People-centred

Approach�, which explores the possible linkages between

environmental standards and poverty reduction.

� In April 2005, a Bill Blow-up entitled, �The National Rural Employment

Guarantee Bill, 2005� was published.

� In May 2005, published a discussion paper, �Multilateral Competition

Framework: In Need of a Fresh Approach�, which identified the

relevant competition problems and issues, and suggested the way

forward for international cooperation to deal with them.

� In June 2005, published six Briefing Papers under Achieving Better

Market Access (ABMA) project.

� In July 2005, published a report, �Stocktaking of Progress Towards

Sustainability: a pilot study of Indian legislative initiatives�, which

aims to analyse the progress towards sustainability by focusing on

law-making.

� In September 2005, published a report, �Consumer-friendly Cable TV

System�. This report looks at the various issues of concern in the cable

TV sector and analyses them in the light of the several surveys

conducted by CUTS. It finally makes specific recommendations

towards ensuring a consumer-friendly cable TV system.

� In October 2005, five Briefing Papers under the Mekong-Ganga

Relationship (MGR) project were published.

� In November 2005, published a book, �Globalisation and Livelihood

Concerns: People�s Perception in Agricultural and Textiles & Clothing

Sector in Rajasthan and West Bengal�. The study provides an insight

into the grassroots realities in the agriculture and textiles & clothing

(T&C) sectors of the two states: Rajasthan and West Bengal.

� In January 2006, published a Briefing Paper entitled, �WTO in 2006:

Looking Back to Move Ahead: Post Hong Kong is more Challenging�,

which analyses the possible scenario in the post-Hong Kong

Declaration.

� In February 2006, published a bill blow-up, �The Petroleum and

Natural Gas Regulatory Board Bill, 2005�, which provides for the

setting up of a Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board (PNGRB)

Bill, and which aims to regulate the downstream petroleum and natural

gas sectors.

� On March 15, 2006, a path-breaking book entitled, �Rajasthan Mein

Upbhoktaon Ki Stithi� (State of Consumers in Rajasthan) was released

by Dr Kirori Lal Meena, Minister of Food, Public Distribution and

Consumer Affairs, Government of Rajasthan at a state function

organised to commemorate the World Consumer Rights Day.

� In March 2006, published a book entitled �Hanging By a Thread:

Perspectives on the WTO Ministerial in Hong Kong� that compiles

the various points and views expressed by renowned experts and

commentators on the WTO issues. These viewpoints were expressed

prior to, during and after the Ministerial from around the world. The

main objective of this publication is to assist trade negotiators, trade

policy officials and the trade community at large while conducting

research and advocacy on the WTO.
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Advocacy & Networking
� On April 21, 2005, organised a seminar on �Advocacy & Networking

for Violence against Girl Child� in Chittorgarh, Rajasthan, to establish

a network of different stakeholders working on child rights and

advocate for the implementation of �State Child Policy� in Rajasthan.

� On April 25-26, 2005, with the support of the Vietnam Competition

Administration Department (VCAD), organised a one-and-a half-day

seminar on the Draft Implementation Regulations for the Vietnam

Competition Law 2004, in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.

� During May 25-31, 205, National consultations (NRG meetings) were

organised in Mauritius, Ethiopia, Botswana and Malawi under the

project �Capacity Building on Competition Policy in Seven Countries

of Eastern and Southern Africa�(7Up3 project).

� On May 07-09, 2005, organised a regional seminar entitled: �Economic

Cooperation in South Asia� at Colombo, Sri Lanka.

� On August 31, 2005, organised a �National Consultation on South-

South Economic Cooperation: Exploring Mekong-Ganga Relationship,�

at New Delhi, to discuss the trade and investment cooperation in the

Indo-China region, both policy and its implementation aspects.

� From June 15 to August 31, 2005, organised Girls� Child Education

and Motivation Programme� that aimed at associating children,

especially girls of the age group 6 to 14, and ensuring their stability in

educational institutes.

� On October 26-27, 2005, as a part of the ongoing project on �Land

and Water Management leading towards Bio-diversity Conservation,�

a two-day Samvaad (dialogue) on �Land and Water Management for

Sustainable Development� was organised in Jaipur.

� On October 07, 2005, organised a National Consultation on the project

�South-South Economic Cooperation: Exploring IBSA Initiative,� in New

Delhi. The project aims to explore and analyse trade and economic

relationship among IBSA countries viz. India, Brazil and South Africa.

� On October 15, in association with CARE India, organised a launch

meeting under the Reproductive and Child Health Nutrition and Aids

Programme (RACHNA), at Bhilwara, Rajasthan.

� From December 13-18, 2005, organised a public lecture on the

outcomes of the Sixth WTO Hong Kong Ministerial. G K Pillai,

Additional Secretary, Department of Commerce, Government of India

delivered a public lecture.

Honours & Achievements
� The World Bank�s (WB) Operations Evaluation Department (OED)

has established a High Level External Panel for the Trade Assistance

Evaluation. This five-member panel included Pradeep S Mehta,

Secretary General, CUTS International, who was selected on the basis

of outstanding professional credentials, leadership role among key

stakeholder groups, breadth of interests and expertise in key areas,

and understanding of the WB�s role and operations. Pradeep S Mehta

participated in the Symposium hosted by WB in Geneva, on June 13-

14, 2005 and took this opportunity to meet various dignitaries and

discuss CUTS and its core activities. He attended the meeting of the

External Advisory Panel at Washington DC, on June 29-30, 2005.
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� Pradeep S Mehta held the Indian flag high at the 4th ICN Annual

Conference held in Bonn, Germany from June 05-08, 2005. The

participation of Mehta in the conference was unique on two counts:

one, he was the only NGO representative there; and second, he

represented India at the meeting, in the absence of the competition

authority i.e. Competition Commission of India (CCI).

� CUTS played host to an initiative taken by five Members of Parliament

(MPs) to establish a forum of Parliamentarians on economic issues.

The forum would act as a common platform, where MPs cutting across

party lines, would be able to air their views on a periodical basis on

core economic issues, including trade, competition, regulatory reforms,

investment and their cross linkages reflected in and out of the

Parliament and the media.

� The Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (CERC) appointed

Pradeep S Mehta, as the member of the Central Advisory Committee

(CAC). In this capacity, Mehta would advise the Commission on the

issues related to policy, quality, continuity and extent of services

provided by licensees, protection of consumer interests and overall

standard of performance by utilities.

� CUTS launched its new project on September 14, 2005, for setting up

of CUTS Institute for Regulation and Competition (CIRC) at Jaipur.

The institute would fill a vacuum in the area of training and education

on commercial diplomacy, economic regulation and competition

policy.

� Released a book entitled �Competition Regimes in the World � A Civil

Society Report� in the Fifth Review Conference of the United Nations

Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) held in Antalya,

Turkey, during November 14-18, 2005. The prevailing competition

regimes in about 117 countries are sewed together in this unique

compilation. The book received huge admiration at the conference.
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Date & Venue

May 19, 2005,

New Delhi

June 23, 2005,

Jaipur, India

August 16-17, 2005,

Bangkok, Thailand

October 12-14,

2005, Helsinki,

Finland

November 11-12,

2005, Seoul, South
Korea

November 14-18,

2005, Antalya,

Turkey

December 13-18,

2005, Hong Kong,

China

February 05-09,

2006, UK, London

March 13, 2006,

New Delhi, India

Event

Advocacy seminar organised by

the CCI

Meeting of the Task Force

formulation phase, European

Commission (EC)-State

Partnership Programme organised

by Government of Rajasthan

Trade Facilitation organised by

the United Nations Development

Programme (UNDP) Asia-Pacific

Trade and Investment Initiative

(APTI) and the UN Economic and

Social Commission for Asia and

the Pacific (UNESCAP)

International Project Meeting on

�Hunger & Food Security�

organised by United Nations

University-World Institute for

Development Economics and

Research (UNU-WIDER)

�International Cooperation among

Competition Authorities in Asia�,

at the Seoul Annual Competition

Forum

Fifth Review Conference of the

UN Set of �Multilaterally Agreed

Equitable Principles and Rules for

the Control of Restrictive Business

Practices�, organised UNCTAD

Hong Kong Ministerial

�Role of Institutions for Pro-poor

Growth (IPPG)� organised by the

Development Studies Institute

(DSI)

India-Association of Southeast

Asian Nations (ASEAN)-Free

Trade Agreement (FTA)

negotiations, wrap-up meeting

Issue

To sensitise state

government officials on

the subject

To draft financial

proposal for the

partnership programme

To develop a work

programme on trade

facilitation in the region

Food Security

Need for Cooperation at

the international level

Restrictive Business

Practices

Negotiations between

WTO member countries

an trade and economics

To report on the four

initial exploratory

country studies and the

literature reviews that

have been conducted

Discussion and

finalisation of the list of

the sensitive products

prepared by the

UNCTAD

Participants

� Manish Agarwal

� R K Sharma

� Bipul Chatterjee

� George

Cheriyan

� Alice Pham

� Pradeep S Mehta

� Nitya Nanda

� Rijit Sengupta

� Pradeep S Mehta

� Mita Dutta

� Pranav Kumar

� Purnima Purohit

� Mandan Giri

Goswami

� Bipul Chatterjee

� Purnima Purohit

� Dr NC Pahariya

Representations
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Bipul Chatterjee
Deputy  Executive Director

Pranav Kumar
Policy Analyst

Purnima Purohit
Programme
Coordinator

S K Soni
Administrative

Assistant

Simi T
Balkrishnan
Research
Assistant

Chandan
Mukherjee

Research Assistant

Ritu Lodha
Research Assistant

T N Srinivasan, Samuel C Park, Jr. Professor of Economics, Yale

University, US

1. Jagdish Bhagwati, Professor of Economics and Political

Science, Columbia University, New York, US

2. Tariq Banuri, Senior Research Director, Stockholm

Environment Institute (SEI), Bangkok, Thailand

3. Debapriya Bhattacharya, Executive Director, Centre for

Policy Dialogue (CPD), Dhaka, Bangladesh

4. Phil Evans, Consultant, Bristol, UK

5. Janice Goodson Foerde, Chairperson, KULU Women and

Development, Copenhagen, Denmark

6. Mark Halle, European Representative & Director,

International Institute for Sustainable Development,

Geneva, Switzerland

7. Trudi Hartzenberg, Director, Trade Law Centre for Southern

Africa (TRALAC), Stellenbosch, South Africa

CUTS Centre for International Trade, Economics
& Environment (CITEE)

C
UTS Centre for International Trade, Economics and Environment

(CUTS CITEE) was established in 1996 in order to take forward the

organisation�s activities on trade and development. In the early

1990�s when the Uruguay Round negotiations were at their peak, CUTS

realised that there were no Southern civil society organisations (CSOs)

actively working and following up on international trade issues and thus

identified it as an area for diversification.

The mission adopted by the Centre is:

�Pursuing economic equity and social justice within and across borders

by persuading governments and empowering people�.

CUTS CITEE has been actively engaged in trade and development issues

since its inception. The main objective of CUTS CITEE is to enable and

empower representatives of the civil society, from developing countries

in particular, to articulate and advocate on the relevant issues at the

appropriate fora and to create a questioning society through empowerment

of civil society representatives thus ensuring transparency and

accountability in the system.

Simultaneously, CUTS CITEE also tries to promote equity between and

among the developed and developing countries through network-based

research and advocacy on emerging and relevant issues. It is regarded as

a key research and advocacy group working on issues of trade and

development, which are of interest to developing countries. CITEE operates

closely with other CUTS Centres in order to strengthen upward and

downward linkages on critical trade and economic policy issues between

policymakers and civil society.

International Advisory Board
The Centre carries its activities under the guidance of an advisory board.

The following is the list of the advisory board.

Chairman

Members

Pooja Sharma
Development Officer
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8. Caroline LeQuesne-Lucas, Member of European Parliament,

Brussels, Belgium

9. Jasper A Okelo, Professor of Economics, University of Nairobi,

Kenya

10. Arjun Sengupta, Chairman, Centre for Development and

Human Rights, New Delhi, India

11. Magda Shahin, Assistant Foreign Minister, Cairo, Egypt

12. Dianna Tussie, Senior Research Fellow, Latin American School

of Social Sciences (FLACSO), Buenos Aires, Argentina

13. Ann Weston, Vice-President and Research Coordinator, The

North-South Institute, Ottawa, Canada

14. L Alan Winters, Research Director, World Bank, Washington

DC, US

15. Pradeep S Mehta, Secretary General, CUTS International,

Jaipur, India

Functional Areas
� WTO Issues

� Regional Economic Cooperation

� Developmental Issues: Trade, Environment, Pro-poor Growth

� Capacity-building � A Cross Cutting Issue

Projects and Programmes
� WTO Doha Round & South Asia: Linking Civil Society with Trade

Negotiations (SAFIT)

� Trade Law

� South-South Economic Cooperation: Exploring Mekong-Ganga
Relationship (MGR)

� South-South Economic Cooperation: Exploring IBSA Initiative (IBSA- I)

� Regional Economic Cooperation in South Asia (RECSA)

� Linkages between Trade, Development & Poverty Reduction (TDP)

� Grassroots Reachout & Networking in India on Trade & Economics

(GRANITE)

� Devising a Comprehensive IBSA Strategy on WTO Agriculture

Negotiations (IBSA- II)

� Institutions for Pro-Poor Growth (IPPG)

� Strategic Review of World Trade Organisation�s Trade Related

Technical Assistance Activities (WTO-TRTA)

Projects and Programmes

WTO Doha Round & South Asia: Linking Civil Society with

Trade Negotiations (SAFIT)
CUTS International, Jaipur, India along with four other research partners

from the South Asian countries viz. Bangladesh, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka

implemented a project titled �WTO Doha Round & South Asia: Linking

Civil Society with Trade Negotiations�. It was a 15-month project, starting

from January 01, 2005 and ending on March 31, 2006. The project was

support by Oxfam Novib, The Netherlands. The project was known as

South Asian Forum for International Trade or SAFIT. The key objective of

the project was to finalise the South Asian perspectives on the five key

July Package framework agreements: Agriculture, Non-Agriculture Market

John Tabari
Programme Coordinator

Prashmita Ghosh
Programme

Officer

Anutosh Biswas
Programme

Assistant

Swati Dhoot
Assistant Programme

Officer

Michael C Bratt
Researcher
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Access (NAMA), Development Dimensions, Services and Trade

Facilitation and also to establish a platform to facilitate in preparing a

common position for South Asian countries during the Doha Round for

the benefit of the poor, with a special focus on women and inputs from

the ground/grassroots.

Research and Publications

The research paper of the project based on the South Asian perspective

was collated into a book, which was released at WTO Hong Kong

Ministerial in December 2005. Four briefing papers based on the research

findings were also published to disseminate it to the different stakeholders

such as NGOs, trade bodies, industry bodies, WTO experts, women�s

groups, etc.

For more details kindly visit: www.cuts-international.org/safit.htm.

The Book -�South Asian Positions in the WTO Doha Round � In Search of

A True Development Agenda� is a collation of research papers on the five

key issues of July Package from the South Asian perspective.

Following are the four briefing papers:

� Agriculture Trade Negotiations After the  �July Package� The Way

Forward for South Asia

� Agriculture in the �July Package� � An Assessment of Implications for

Least Developed Countries

� Development Dimensions of Doha Agenda � A Major Concern for

South Asia

� South Asian Agenda for Services Negotiations � Commonalities &

Differences

� Non-Agriculture Market Access � Priorities for South Asia

Advocacy and Networking

The Centre organised a daylong national consultation in New Delhi, on

September 17, 2005. The objective of the consultation was to provide a

discussion forum to the relevant actors on the issues related to the Doha

Round of negotiations leading up to the WTO Hong Kong Ministerial

2005.

Trade Law
This was a significant programme area under WTO Rules,

which focused on international trade law, in general,

including major bilateral or multilateral international trade

agreements. It also paid attention to analysing disputes (with

a developing country perspective) settled by the WTO dispute

settlement body (DSB).

The objective of the programme was to integrate itself

effectively into the international economy and thus realise

the benefits of international trade, in an increasingly

competitive trading environment governed by complex trade

rules, and realise effective participation in the global

economy, with the increasing technical sophistication of the

rule-based trading system. Hence, expertise on trade law is

indispensable for a country.

L – R: G K Pillai, Additional Secretary, Ministry of
Commerce & Industry, Govt. of India and Pradeep S

Mehta, Secretary General, CUTS International
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Research & Publications

Under the programme, Trade Law Briefs were produced to inform, educate

and provoke debate on issues of trade and development, especially legal

issues within the WTO that need to be explored or addressed by

undertaking substantive research. The law briefs analyse the verdict of the

Appellate Body and also the possible impact of the dispute concerning

livelihood issues.

During the period, the following four Trade Law Briefs were published:

1. EC Sugar Dispute: One Last Stand for a Retiring Regime

2. Brazil-US Upland Cotton Dispute: What Does it Augur for Agricultural

Subsidies?

3. US Steel Safeguard Dispute: Forged Protection brought to Light

4. US-Frozen Warm-water Shrimp: Anti-dumping - Gone to the Extreme!

South-South Economic Cooperation: Exploring Mekong-

Ganga Relationship (MGR)
The project looks at how India and three countries of the Greater Mekong

sub-region (GMS), viz. Cambodia, Lao PDR and Vietnam, can foster

economic cooperation, with Thailand as a facilitator or gateway. This

project looks into the demand and supply-side factors, which could

enhance (or hinder) trade and investment between India and select

countries of the GMS. The project is funded by the Swiss Agency for

Development and Cooperation (SDC), Berne, Switzerland. The objectives

of the project are:

� to facilitate cross-fertilisation of experiences and lessons learnt on

economic (trade and investment) cooperation between India and three

GMS countries in order to develop appropriate policy responses;

� to strengthen the capacity of the GMS countries on exploring and

articulating issues relating to South-South economic cooperation by

providing necessary know-how and do-how to policy-makers, business

community, civil society and other stakeholders;

� to facilitate the synergy between governments, CSOs and other

stakeholders to learn from each other and strengthen their collective

perspectives and positions on future economic cooperation scenarios

between India and the GMS countries; and

� to prepare an advocacy document for public education on

development- oriented South-South economic cooperation on learning

from research and other activities and by taking into account the

interests and priorities of trade and investment relationship between

India and the GMS countries.

Under the project, future state of affairs is being explored, keeping in

mind, the historical ties and geographical proximity between these

countries and recent attempts to forge closer trade and investment

cooperation.

Research & Publications

The core of the project was field research, i.e. to find out the perceptions

on current and future trade and investment relationship between these

countries from different stakeholders: policy-makers, business community,

CSOs, etc., through interviews, discussions. Before conducting the field

research, a review and compilation of the current literature (political and

economic aspects of cooperation, analytical literature and elements from

the trade promotion projects) on trade and investment relationship between
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India and the GMS countries was undertaken. The research carried out

comprised:

� Background Papers: The research on the project brought out two

background papers, one each on Cambodia and Lao PDR.

� Perception Survey Reports: These are field research reports on each

of the three countries, i.e., Lao PDR, Vietnam and Cambodia.

� Country Reports: These research reports comprise background paper

and perception survey report on each of the four project countries,

i.e., Lao PDR, India, Vietnam and Cambodia.

� Briefing Papers: Following briefing papers were published under the

project:

a) India, SAARC, ASEAN, BIMSTEC � Commonalities, Differences and

Future Cooperation

b) Enterprise Development in the Mekong sub-region: Its

Transformation and Impact

c) India-GMS Trade and Investment Corridor: Possible Role &

Responsibility of Thailand

d) Agriculture and Agro-industry in Cambodia

e) Trade in Textiles & Clothing: Exploring Cooperation between

ASEAN and SAARC

� Advocacy Document: This is a detailed report on the project.

Advocacy & Networking

� The Centre, in association with Research & Information System for

Non-aligned & Other Developing Countries (RIS), organised a National

Consultation of the Project at New Delhi, on September 01, 2005. The

objective of National Consultation was to facilitate cross-fertilisation

of experiences and lessons learnt on economic cooperation between

India and select Mekong countries in order to develop appropriate

policy responses and also to discuss project-related activities and

methodology for implementation.

� The Centre, in association with Centre for Ecological

Economics (CEE), Thailand organised the final Consultation

of the project at Bangkok, on October 26-27, 2005, with the

objective of discussing the key findings of background research

and business perceptions on the present and future scope of

economic cooperation between India and GMS countries. It

involved business bodies, policymakers, research institutions,

CSOs and representatives of international and inter-

governmental organisations and a wide variety of participants

from Cambodia, India, Vietnam, Laos, and Thailand.

South-South Economic Cooperation: Exploring IBSA

Initiative (IBSA)
The project is an analytical study of the demand and supply-side

factors, which could enhance (or hinder) trade between India,

Brazil and South Africa (IBSA) countries. The initiative has recognised that

trade and investment advocacy can play a major role in achieving better

economic and political results at the regional and international levels.

Given the recent attempts to forge closer trade and economic cooperation,

future trade scenarios are under exploration, by examining the present

volume and composition of trade and factoring in the perceptions of

stakeholders on trade and economic cooperation. The project is funded

by SDC, Berne, Switzerland.

Regis Avanthay, Head, Global Issues and Sustainable
Development Division of the Swiss Agency for

Development and Cooperation speaking at the final
meeting in Bangkok
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The objectives of the project are to:

� facilitate cross-fertilisation of experiences and lessons learnt on trade

and economic cooperation between IBSA countries in order to develop

appropriate policy responses;

� strengthen the capacity of the IBSA countries on issues of South-South

cooperation;

� engage primary stakeholders, i.e. business representatives in exploring

means to increase business and present their concerns on current trade

and investment issues, which include non-tariff barriers (NTBs),

investment barriers, tariffs and transaction costs;

� facilitate synergy between governments, CSOs and other stakeholders

to learn from each other and strengthen their collective perspectives

and positions on future trade scenarios between IBSA countries, in the

framework of South-South trade cooperation; and

� prepare a policy handbook on development-oriented trade policy by

taking into account the interests and priorities of trade and economic

relationship amongst IBSA countries.

Research & Publications

The research component involved survey to identify the business

perceptions on trade and investment in IBSA countries followed by a study

of cross-cutting concerns in the form of NTBs, freight costs, transaction

costs, etc. Subsequently, a sector study was initiated, wherein an attempt

was made to study the complementarities and the scope for cooperation

within a particular sector.

The research component of the project entailed a literature review,

comprising geopolitical context, trade and investment relationship between

the IBSA countries, the current state of the IBSA initiative and in the context

of Southern African Customs Union (SACU)-Common Market for the

Southern Cone (Mercosur), India-SACU and India-Mercosur initiatives on

trade and investment cooperation and policy recommendations that exist

in current literature.

� Briefing Papers: The briefing papers addressed the need to generate

awareness among different stakeholders. Following are the briefing

papers published under the project:

a) India and Mercosur: Boosting Trade through

Regionalism

b) Mercosur-SACU FTA: Strengthening Relations across

the South Atlantic

c) SACU and India: Towards a PTA

� A Policy Advocacy Document is under preparation by

culling out issues from the three (IBSA) country papers targeting

policymakers, business and other stakeholders.

Advocacy & Networking

� The Centre, in association with Federation of Indian

Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI), organised a

National Consultation of the Project in New Delhi, on October

07, 2005 with the objective of engaging relevant stakeholders

and understanding their perspectives and concerns on future

trade and investment scenarios including regional trade

initiatives so as to promote policy responses that factor

stakeholder preferences.

L – R: V S Sahney, Co-chairman, FICCI South Africa
Committee; Rakesh Kumar, Additional Secretary, Ministry

of External Affairs Govt. of India; Francis Moloi, High
Commissioner, South Africa at the National Consultation

in New Delhi on October 07, 2005
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� Two other national consultations were held in Johannesburg, South

Africa, on October 27, 2005, and in Sao Paulo, Brazil, on October 31,

2005 respectively.

Regional Economic Cooperation in South Asia (RECSA)
This project endeavours to assess the present status of the South Asian

regional bloc and analyse the future prospects of Economic Cooperation

in South Asia. The project made an effort to bring together like-minded

people and find out their opinion on South Asian economic trade. This

was carried out by organising a series of meetings in major South Asian

countries and gathering peoples� opinion on how to enhance the regional

cooperation within this region. The project is funded by FES, India.

The objectives of the project are:

� to assess the present achievements and analyse the future opportunities

of economic cooperation in South Asia; and

� to establish a platform for facilitating cross-fertilisation of experiences

and lessons learnt from economic cooperation between South Asian

countries, in an effort to draw a road map for enhanced regional

cooperation between the South Asian nations.

Research & Publications

The Centre brought out the following seven briefing papers under this

research-oriented project:

a) Trilateral Development Cooperation: An Emerging Trend

b) Economic Cooperation in South Asia: Current State and Prospects

c) Regionalism: A Stumbling Block for Trade Liberalisation?

d) What Makes Regional Integration Work? Lessons for South Asia

e) Can Economic Integration Facilitate Regional Conflict Resolution

f) Informal Trade in South Asia: How to channelise to a formal route?

g) Cost of Non-Cooperation in South Asia

Advocacy & Networking

� The Centre, in association with Indian Merchants� Chambers (IMC),

Mumbai and FES India, organised a National Consultation in Mumbai,

on March 24, 2006. The objective of the national consultation was to

involve business representatives, government, civil society

representatives and academics, from India.

� The Centre, in association with FES India, Unnayan

Shamannay, Bangladesh and the Federation of Bangladesh

Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FBCCI) organised a

National Consultation in Dhaka, on November 21-23,

2005. The objective of this national consultation was to

involve business representatives, government, civil society

representatives and academics, especially from

Bangladesh, to raise the level of awareness and to build a

momentum toward a more proactive economic bloc.

� The Centre, in association with Sustainable Development

Policy Institute (SDPI), Pakistan and FES-India organised a

National Consultation in Karachi, on September 23-25,

2005. The event involved business representatives,

government, civil society representatives and academics,

primarily from Pakistan. The national consultation aimed

to create an awareness and momentum towards regional

Altaf Hussain Choudhary, Commerce Minister
of Bangladesh speaking at the Dhaka event on

November 21, 2005
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cooperation in a way that is expected to influence the future policy

direction on trade and investment promotion within the country and

amongst other South Asian countries.

� The Centre, in partnership with FES, India, organised the Launch

Meeting of the Project, at Colombo, Sri Lanka, from May 07-09, 2005.

The launch meeting intended to develop appropriate policy responses

and to discuss South Asia�s position on global economic issues.

Representatives from academia, business chambers, government and

inter-governmental organisations and civil society participated in this

event.

� RECSA Forum: Under the project, the E-discussion group called �RECSA�

worked as a network of policy makers, the business community, CSOs

and other stakeholders, which exchanged regular information on

ground realities about trade and investment cooperation among the

South Asian countries.

Linkages between Trade, Development & Poverty (TDP)

Reduction
This is a multi-country project involving 15 countries from South Asia,

Southeast Asia, Eastern and Southern Africa, Europe. Project activities

include analysis of stakeholders� perception on linkages between Trade

Development & Poverty (TDP), networking with partner organisations and

other stakeholders, advocacy with policymakers and CSOs, dialogues

involving producers and CSOs and other stakeholders, outreach aimed at

diplomats, parliamentarians, and developmental agencies, including donor

agencies.

This is a four-year project from January 2005 to December 2008. The

project is supported by the DFID, UK and Ministry of Foreign Affairs

(MINBUZA), The Netherlands. During the period, the project aimed at

attaining new heights in terms of research and advocacy work.

The TDP project aims to explore a sustainable policy environment to

distribute equitably the fruits of globalisation (international trade being a

driver) and advocate accordingly at different levels with diverse

stakeholders. The project aims at enabling the stakeholders take better-

informed decisions, and formulate their strategies with a greater level of

understanding vis-a-vis the impact and the opportunities from international

trade, with a pro-poor perspective.

Research & Publications

� Background papers from 15 partner countries were finalised that gave

an overall economic view of these 15 diverse countries.

� A synthesis paper comparing the economic scenario vis-à-vis

development of the partner countries is under preparation highlighting

the commonalities and differences within these countries' economic

policies and their impact on poverty reduction.

� Two studies were conducted (stakeholders� perceptions on rationale,

purpose, activities, etc:) of select TDP initiatives (national and regional,

and also the Integrated Framework) being implemented in Eastern and

Southern Africa and South and Southeast Asia.

a) Linkages Between Trade, Development and Poverty Reduction:

Stakeholders� view from Asia on Pro-Poor Trade Policies

b) Stakeholder Feedback on TDP Initiatives in Eastern and Southern

Africa: Key Messages and Possible Way Forward
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� Stakeholder Perception Survey was conducted across South Asia,

Southeast Asia, Southern and Eastern Africa and Europe to gather views

and concerns from stakeholders about the linkages between trade,

development and poverty reduction.

The following briefing papers were brought out on issues covering trade

and trade agreements, livelihood aspects of increased trade aspect. These

will be extensively used for advocacy:

1. Global Partnership for Development: Contextualising Trade, Aid &

Poverty Reduction

2. TrAid: What future for developing countries?

3. TDP Project and Links with MDG�s

Advocacy & Networking

� National Dialogues were held in project partnering countries as under:

UK: July 19, 2005

Kenya: July 18, 2005

Cambodia: August 23, 2005

Zambia: August 30, 2005

Uganda: September 01, 2005

South Africa: September 23, 2005

Tanzania: September 22, 2005

� The Centre, in association with the United Nations Non-Government

Liaison Service (UN-NGLS), organised an International

Symposium in Geneva, on November 24, 2005. The

objective of the event was to facilitate cross-fertilisation of

experiences and lessons learnt on linkages between trade,

development and poverty reduction in the developing

countries, which would aid in deriving appropriate policy

responses.

� TDP e-Newsletter is being used for information

dissemination on trade and development issues to various

stakeholders. It covers various aspects of linkages between

trade and development issues, and aims to generate

awareness on the recent happenings in the international

trade field.

Grassroots Reachout and Networking in India on

Trade and Economics (GRANITE)
This two-year project was launched in January 2005 and

implemented in eight Indian states in association with CSOs working at

the grassroots. GRANITE project lays emphasis on two sectors, viz.

agriculture and T&C, as they are the key to livelihood for a large section

for the country�s population. The project aims to raise awareness on

globalisation issues, in general, and WTO issues, in particular, in India

and outside the country. The project is supported by the Royal Norwegian

Embassy, New Delhi, and Oxfam NOVIB, The Netherlands.

 

It is being implemented in eight states, viz., Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka,

Maharastra, Orissa, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal.

CUTS CITEE is managing the project as a �National Coordinating Unit�

(NCU). The overall objective is to create long-term capacity of grassroots

CSOs and other targeted stakeholders to address complex issues of

globalisation and the WTO and their relationship with economic

L – R: Pradeep S Mehta, Secretary General, CUTS
International; Lakshmi Puri, Director, UNCTAD; Anders

Ahnlid, Director General, Department for International Trade
Policy, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Sweden at the inaugural

of the Geneva Symposium on November 24, 2005
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development and governance in India. In this period, the implementation

activities included gathering of people�s perceptions on globalisation and

WTO issues in all the project states.

Research and Publications

A book titled �Globalisation and Livelihood Concerns: People�s Perception

in Agriculture and Textiles & Clothing Sector in Rajasthan and West Bengal,

India� was brought out from the research findings. This book was released

during the sixth WTO Hong Kong Ministerial held from December 13-18,

2005.

For better outreach of the project (from grassroots to international level),

NCU publishes a quarterly newsletter titled, �Making Things Happen� which

focuses on people�s views and concerns on globalisation and the WTO.

This newsletter covers news items from India and other developing

countries and act as a source of information.

Advocacy and Networking

The two-day national seminar under the project was organised

to take stock of the happenings in the eight project states at

Jaipur, Rajasthan, on November 13-14, 2005.

The Centre organised the second National Training Seminar

under the project in Kolkata, on January 27-28, 2006. The nodal

persons and the programme coordinators of each GRANITE state

attended this two-day seminar along with the NCU members.

South-South Economic Cooperation: Devising A

Comprehensive IBSA Strategy on WTO

Agriculture Negotiations (IBSA II)
The IBSA-II project (April 2005 to March 2006) inter alia,

conducted action research on the positions of India, Brazil

and South Africa on the WTO negotiations on agriculture.

The project was taken up with the background that agriculture holds the

key to progress of negotiations at the WTO. While all the WTO members

are interested in agriculture negotiations, as it has direct relationship with

the livelihoods, some members are perceived as key players, such as India,

Brazil, South Africa, China, EU and US. The WTO negotiations on

agriculture and its implications will have a long-term impact on global

economic governance. G-20 group of developing countries will play a

significant role in the process and outcome of these negotiations. IBSA, as

a group, is expected to play a coordinated role.

In order to develop a comprehensive strategy on the WTO agriculture

negotiations, positions and perceptions of stakeholders from IBSA countries

were not analysed in isolation. In this respect, positions and perceptions

of other major players were also taken into consideration. Thus, the project

came out with two sets of basic working papers: one from IBSA countries

and the other from Australia, China, the EU and the US.

While the first set of papers attempts to address a particular thesis (role of

respective countries and that of IBSA and G-20 in the WTO agriculture

negotiations), the second set is in nature of anti-thesis, i.e. positions of these

L – R: Lori Roskam-Cajegas, Strategic Officer, Novib;
Bipul Chatterjee, Deputy Executive Director, CUTS
International; Indrani Majumdar, Senior Research

Associate, Centre for Woman’s Development Studies,
India at the National Seminar on November 13, 2005
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countries and how they perceive IBSA�s role in the WTO agriculture

negotiations (individually and collectively and also with respect to G-20

group).

An attempt was made in the form of a synthesis paper in order to arrive at

a comprehensive IBSA strategy on the WTO agriculture negotiations and

its implications on global governance reform.

The project was undertaken with the financial support of AusAID

(Australian Government).

Improving Institutions for Pro-Poor Growth (IPPG)
CUTS International is a member of the Research Programme Consortium

on Improving Institutions for Pro-Poor Growth (PPG), known as the �IPPG

Programme�. It was launched in September 2005. It is a five-year

programme, funded by the DFID, UK, and is led by the Development

Studies Institute (DSI) at the London School of Economics and Political

Science. CUTS is leading the consortium�s work in South Asia.

The consortium proposed to analyse the impact of institutional interactions

on growth, and PPG in particular, and to develop a middle-range theory

about them, by means of structured comparative country case studies, drawn

from sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), South Asia and Latin America. The research

is cross-disciplinary and is using both quantitative and qualitative methods.

The consortium also intends to contribute to meeting the Millennium

Development Goals (MDGs) objectives by deepening understanding and

providing frameworks for the analysis of institutional factors in different

contexts for policy makers and development agencies.

The programme was initiated with an inception phase in which exploratory

studies were carried out in Bangladesh, Bolivia, Mali and Tanzania. CUTS

undertook the study in Bangladesh. The central question that was taken

up in the exploratory study in Bangladesh was: �why is (economic) growth

in Bangladesh not more pro-poor given the various shifts that the economy

is undergoing, especially in 1990s?� This question arises from the DFID et

al funded programme titled �Operationalising Pro-Poor Growth� (OPPG)

study of growth and poverty dynamics in Bangladesh.

The work of the inception phase was discussed at the review workshop

held in London on February 06-09, 2006, with all partners of the

consortium. The principal aims of the workshop were as follows:

� to report on the four initial exploratory country studies, and on the

results of the literature reviews that have been conducted;

� to produce a research plan for the next phases of the programme,

including the identification of specific research (able) questions;

� to produce a plan for capacity building work and for influencing activity;

� to review and make decisions on the organisation of the programme;

and

� to present plans for the future research programme to a small group of

interested stakeholders from DFID and other bodies for their feedback.

The outcome was a detailed research plan for the next phase (March

2006-March 2008) of the IPPG Programme.
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The programme has a dedicated website: www.lse.ac.uk/collections/IPPG

and the four literature reviews, as well as reports on the four exploratory

country case studies are available on the website. A series of briefing

notes, also available on the website, was initiated in February 2006 (with

a note on �institutions�). A brochure explaining the aims of the IPPG

Programme was produced in October 2005, and has been widely

distributed.

Strategic Review of WTO-provided Trade-Related Technical

Assistance Activities (TRTA)
In September 2005, a Steering Committee of WTO members invited bids

from organisations for undertaking a Strategic Review of WTO-provided

Trade-Related Technical Assistance (TRTA) Activities. CUTS International

submitted and subsequently won a joint bid, leading a team with the Latin

American School of Social Sciences (FLACSO, Argentina) and the North-

South Institute (NSI, Canada).

The Strategic Review � the first external evaluation of WTO TRTA � took

place during the first half of 2006. The main objective is to provide

independent views and recommendations that could be implemented on

such aspects of TRTA, which are usually not subject to on-going internal

evaluations. The Strategic Review covers TRTA provided by WTO alone

or in cooperation with other agencies since 2002. In particular, it aims to

assess WTO TRTA with regard to three aspects:

� WTO�s comparative advantage in offering TRTA vis-à-vis other agencies;

� the relevance of WTO TRTA to the members and the participants; and

� efficiency and management of WTO TRTA.

Research

The evaluation will be based on detailed, questionnaire-based interviews

with officials and others in nine countries who had participated in one or

more of the WTO�s seminars, courses, workshops or other activities as

well as others interested in trade policy issues. The nine countries are:

Kenya and Senegal in Africa; Yemen in the Middle East; Bangladesh,

Cambodia and the Kyrgyz Republic in Asia; Barbados and Ecuador in the

Americas; and Moldova in Europe. This selection was designed to capture

a broad representation of TRTA recipients.

In addition, the Review team will interview several stakeholders in Geneva

closely associated with TRTA, with other international organisations and

think tanks, with donor governments and in the WTO Secretariat.

Altogether some 152 questionnaires were completed and a total of 269

people will be interviewed between February and May 2006.

Advocacy and Networking

� The Centre organised an inception workshop of the project in Geneva,

on November 23, 2005 where inception and methodology were

discussed and finalised The project partners: Latin American �School

of Social Sciences (FLASCO, Argentina) and Canada-based North-South

Institute (NSI) and members of the project�s Steering Committee

attended this inception workshop.
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Date & Venue

May 25, 2005,

Bangkok, Thailand

July 19-20, 2005,

New Delhi, India

August 16-17, 2005,

Bangkok, Thailand

November 11-13,

2005, Lausanne,

Switzerland

December 07-08,

2005, New Delhi,

India

December 13-18,

2005, Hong Kong,

China

February 05-09,

2006, UK, London 

February 11, 2006

Lausanne

March 13, 2006,

New Delhi, India

March 15, 2006,

Bangkok, Thailand

Event

Asia-Pacific Research and

Training Network on Trade

(ARTNeT) � Trade Facilitation

Research Team meeting

�Pre WTO Hong Kong Ministerial

Meeting Consultation: Agriculture

Negotiations�, organised by

UNCTAD-India and Department of

Commerce, Government of India

Trade Facilitation organised by

the United Nations Development

Programme (UNDP) Asia-Pacific

Trade and Investment Initiative

(APTI) and the UN Economic and

Social Commission for Asia and

the Pacific (UNESCAP)

�The Multi-Dimensional

Challenges of the WTO

Ministerial�, jointly organised by

the Evian Group, Switzerland, and

FES, Geneva

The International Conference on

Economics of Sustainable

Development organised by

Anuvrat Global Organisation

(Anuvibha), Jaipur and Institute

for Integrated Learning in

Management (IILM), Jaipur

Hong Kong Ministerial

�Role of Institutions for Pro-poor

Growth (IPPG)� organised by the

DSI

Evian Group meeting on �Can the

Doha drift be stopped�

India-ASEAN FTA negotiations,

wrap-up meeting

United Nations Development

Programme (UNDP)-United

Nations Economic and Social

Commission for Asia and the

Pacific (UNESCAP) Trade

Facilitation Research Meeting

Issue

To assess the need for

and cost of implementation

of selected trade

facilitation measures being

discussed at the WTO

Presentation on �Export

Competition Pillar of

WTO Agreement on

Agriculture (AoA)�

To develop a work

programme on trade

facilitation in the region

Discussion on India�s

domestic issues and trade

policy

To synthesise alternative

strategies for

sustainability and human

welfare

Negotiations between

WTO member countries

on trade & economics

To report on the four

initial exploratory

country studies and the

literature reviews that

have been conducted

Free and fair trade as a

key generator of global

growth and development

Discussion and finalisation

of the list of the sensitive

products prepared by the

UNCTAD

Prioritise the needs for

enhancing trade

facilitation

Participants

� Pranav Kumar

� Pranav Kumar

� Bipul Chatterjee

� Pranav Kumar

� Madhumanti

� Pradeep S Mehta

� Pranav Kumar

� Purnima Purohit

� Bipul Chatterjee

� Purnima Purohit

� Bipul Chatterjee

� Dr NC Pahariya

� Pranav Kumar

Select Representations
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Special Endeavours

Public Lecture on Outcomes of Hong Kong Ministerial

CUTS CITEE, in association with Harish Chandra Mathur Rajasthan Institute

of Public Administration (HCM-RIPA), organised a public lecture on the

outcomes of the recently concluded sixth WTO Hong Kong Ministerial

during December 13-18, 2005. G K Pillai, Additional Secretary,

Department of Commerce, Government of India delivered a public lecture.

This was followed by discussions initiated by former India�s negotiator B

K Zutshi, CUTS Secretary General and Member of the official Indian

delegation to Hong Kong, Pradeep S Mehta and Prof Surjeet Singh of

Institute of Development Studies (IDS), Jaipur. Rakesh Hooja, Director,

HCM-RIPA chaired the meeting

Hanging By a Thread: Perspectives on the WTO Ministerial in Hong Kong

CUTS CITEE has published a book entitled, �Hanging By a Thread:

Perspectives on the WTO Ministerial in Hong Kong�, which is a compilation

of various opinions, perceptions and views expressed on the WTO issues

by renowned experts and commentators from around the world. These

candid viewpoints were expressed prior to, during and after the Ministerial.

The main objective of bringing out this book was to assist trade negotiators,

trade policy officials and the trade community at large while conducting

research and advocacy on the WTO issues.

Future Plans
1. Engage in undertaking projects with a view to study Preferential Trading

Arrangements (PTAs)/ Regional Trade Arrangements (RTAs).

2. Focus on Aid for Trade, which will be assessed through value chain

analysis.

3. Carry out Scoping Study on Asian Economic Community by 2020,

including developing an idea to find out pathways and milestones

towards achieving Asian Economic Community by the year 2020.

4. Establish a network of CSOs in India to work together on grassroots

economic issues and their implications on livelihoods.

5. Start a long term capacity building programme for trade (WTO)

negotiators from developing countries

6. Expand networking with the Northern CSOs.
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Nitya Nanda
Policy Analyst

Manish Agrawal
Policy Analyst

Vinayak R
Pandey

Assistant Policy
Analyst

Alice Pham
Researcher

Rijit Sen Gupta
Centre Coordinator

Vikash Batham
Assistant

Programme Officer

Smita John
Assistant Programme

Officer

CUTS Centre for Competition, Investment &
Economic Regulation (C-CIER)

C
UTS Centre for Competition, Investment & Economic Regulation

(CUTS C-CIER) was established in the beginning of 2003, as a

programmatic centre of CUTS International, to focus on the areas

of competition policy and law, investment, economic regulation and

consumer protection. The Centre has since been actively involved with

initiatives in various parts of Africa and Asia.

A review of the existing �Mission Statement� of the Centre was felt necessary

given its current activities, and its plans for future. The Centre adopted a

new mission statement after extensive internal discussions and consultation

with its International Advisory Board (IAB), and it reads as follows:

�Promoting Fair Markets to Enhance Consumer Welfare and

Economic Development�.

International Advisory Board
The Centre carries its activities forward under the able guidance of an

International Advisory Board comprising renowned experts and

practitioners on competition and regulatory policy issues from the North

and  the South.

Functional Areas
� Competition Policy and Law

� Economic Regulation

� Consumer Protection

� Investment Climate

Frederic Jenny, Judge at the Commercial, Economic and

Financial Law Chamber of the Supreme Court of France (Cour

de Cassation),

1. Allan Asher, Chief Executive, Energywatch London, UK

2. Cezley Sampson, National Director, Energy Efficiency,

Jamaica

3. Gesner Oliveira, Professor, Fundacao Getulio Vargas, Brazil

4. Dr Paul Cook, Centre Director, Centre on Regulation and

Competition, University of Manchester, UK

5. Philippe Brusick, Chief, Competition and Consumer Policy

Branch, UNCTAD, Switzerland

6. R S Khemani, Adviser, Competition Policy, World Bank, US

7. Robert D Anderson, Counsellor, WTO, Switzerland

8. S Chakravarthy, Former Member, MRTP Commission, India

9. S L Rao, Chairman, Institute for Social and Economic Change,

India

10. Scott Jacobs, Managing Director, Jacobs and Associates, US

11. Taimoon Stewart, Research Fellow University of West Indies,

Trinidad and Tobago

12. Eleanor Fox, Professor, New York University, New York, US

13. George Lipimile, Executive Director, Zambia Competition

Commission, Zambia

Chairman

Members
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Projects and Programmes
� Advocacy and Capacity Building on Competition Policy and Law in

Asia (7Up2 Project)

� Capacity Building on Competition Policy in Select Countries of Eastern

and Southern Africa (7Up3 project)

� Competition Regimes in the World � A Civil Society Report (CiRComp

Report)

� Pharmaceuticals and Health Sector Study in India

� Comparative Study of Sectoral Regulation in Select Developing

Countries (RegFrame I)

� Consumer-friendly Cable TV System

Projects

Advocacy and Capacity Building on Competition Policy and

Law in Asia (7Up2 Project)
7Up2 is a two-year project which is being implemented with the aim of

accelerating the process towards evolving appropriate competition regimes

in six Asian countries: Cambodia, Lao PDR and Vietnam in Southeast Asia;

and Bangladesh, India and Nepal in South Asia. This research-based advocacy

project is in consonance with the �7Up approach�, with support from SECO,

Switzerland, the Swiss Competition Authority (COMCO) and DFID, UK.

The �7Up approach� encompasses the process of implementing multi-

country competition policy and law projects, in collaboration with select

CSOs from the project countries. It involves extensive consultations on

the need for competition law and policy in the beneficiary countries with

diverse stakeholder groups, and focuses on evolving a process that leads

to shaping the competition regimes in those countries to fit the needs of

the economy taking into consideration international dimensions and the

individual country�s requirements.

Research & Publications

Research activities in the project countries led to the preparation of the

Country Research Reports on competition, which are being used as the

basis for national dialogues. Advocacy Documents will be developed

summarising the findings of the research and disseminated extensively in

the project countries. Capacity building activities (training needs) are being

shared over the discourse in the national dialogues and through discussions

with partners and other key stakeholders. A series of training workshops

are being undertaken in the project countries, by inviting external resource

persons (experts and practitioners) to share their expertise with various

groups of national stakeholders.

The project would culminate in a final project meeting to be held in mid-

2006 in Bangkok.

Project Reports

� Preliminary Country Papers

� Country Research Reports

� Country Advocacy Documents

� Synthesis Report (Fairplay Please)

Apart from the above project reports, certain occasional publications were

also brought out.

Ashutosh Soni
Office Assistant

Sanjay Kumar Jain
Assistant DTP Officer

Urmimala
Chatterjee
Assistant

Editor
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Monograph

� Abuse of Dominance in Developing Economies: A Focus on the Issues

in Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam

This monograph provides a general overview of issues relating to the

abuses of dominant positions with an emphasis on problems that often

crop up in developing economies. It also reviews specific issues related

to Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam and identify some guidelines that could

assist them in implementing their competition regimes and controlling

abuse of market power.

Briefing Papers

� Competition Law and Property Rights in Vietnam

This paper discusses the relationship between competition and

Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) in general, including an investigation

into the relevant rules on competition and IPRs in Vietnam. It proposes

some feasible solutions that Vietnam could implement to arrest IPRs-

related anticompetitive practices.

� Competition Scenario in the Telecommunication Sector in Cambodia,

Laos and Vietnam

This briefing paper attempts to illustrate a snapshot of the competition

scenario in the telecommunications sector in Cambodia, Laos and

Vietnam.

Advocacy & Networking

The following is a run-down of the dialogues that were

organised to discuss relevant project issues with national

stakeholders in the project countries, including a cursory idea

about the training activities:

� A one-and-a half-day seminar on the Draft Implementation

Regulations for the Vietnam Competition Law 2004 was

organised in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, on April 25-26,

2005. The interactive discussions between the Vietnam

Competition Administration Department (VCAD) and a

wide range of stakeholders in the country, during the

course of the seminar, helped in fine tuning the regulations

in Vietnam�s context.

� A �Training Workshop on Mergers & Acquisitions (M&As)

Investigative Skills for Vietnam Competition Officials� was

held at Hanoi, Vietnam, on August 13-14, 2005. Designed

as a blend of theoretical analysis and hypothetical case

study, the training workshop drew on the first-hand and

varied experiences of several competition authority

officials and practitioners with regard to merger review,

to build up an applicable and effective approach for the

young competition regime in Vietnam.

� A project interim review meeting was held at Hanoi,

Vietnam, on August 16-17, 2005. The meeting provided

an opportunity for all relevant stakeholders to meet and

discuss the progress achieved within the framework of

the project so far.

� A training workshop on issues related to competition

policy and consumer protection for �Consumer

Representatives� of Vietnam was held at Thanh Hoa,

L– R: Hans-Peter Egler, Frederic Jenny, Pradeep S
Mehta, Le Danh Vinh and Roger Nellist at the 7Up2

Project Interim Meeting in Hanoi on August 16-17, 2005.

Seminar on Regulations for Implementing Competition Law
2004 of Vietnam in Ho Chi Minh City, on April 25-26, 2005
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Vietnam, on August 22-23, 2005 with a view to building

the capacity of Vietnamese consumers to understand the

issues related to competition policy and law and consumer

protection.

� An Advocacy Document, capturing the way forward for

promoting competition awareness among various

stakeholders in Bangladesh, and pursuing the government

to mainstream competition in its economic policy agenda

was organised by Bangladesh Enterprise Institute (BEI),

CUTS partner in Bangladesh on September 27, 2005.

� The second training workshop for consumer

representatives from the southern provinces was held at

Vung Tau, Vietnam, on October 13-14, 2005, on issues

related to competition and consumer protection in the

country

� The second NRG meeting �Competition Policy and Law

in Lao PDR� was organised by the country�s project partner,

National Economic Research Institute (NERI), at Vientiane,

Lao PDR, on October 24, 2005.

� The second meeting of the National Reference Group

(NRG) of Vietnam was organised at Hanoi, Vietnam, on

October 20, 2005. About 50 local participants discussed

the draft Country Advocacy Document for Vietnam

prepared by CIEM in both Vietnamese and English

languages.

� A policy dialogue on the competition scenario in

Bangladesh was held in Dhaka, on January 02, 2006.

� A training workshop on �Abuse of Dominance� for

competition authority officials from Cambodia, Lao PDR,

and Vietnam in Quang Binh, Vietnam, from January 12-

13, 2006.

� The training workshop on competition policy and law

implementation for the competition authority officials of

Lao PDR was held at Vientiane, Lao PDR, on March 07-

08, 2006. The workshop focused on generic issues related

to competition policy and law implementation.

� A training workshop on competition policy and law was

held for Cambodian law and economics students at Phonm

Penh, Cambodia, on March 10, 2006.

� A National Conference on competition and consumer

protection issues was held at Hanoi, Vietnam, on March

20, 2006.

Capacity Building on Competition Policy in Select

Countries of Eastern and Southern Africa (7Up3

Project)
This two-year project, codenamed as 7Up3 project, is being

implemented in seven African countries: Botswana, Ethiopia,

Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia and Uganda with

support from NORAD, Norway and DFID, UK.

The main objective of the 7Up3 project is to develop the

capacity of national stakeholders, including policy makers,

regulators, CSOs, academicians and the media in each of the

Workshop on Abuse of Dominance, being held at Quang
Binh, Vietnam, on January 12-13, 2006

National Seminar on Competition and Consumer
Protection, at Hanoi, Vietnam, on March 20, 2006

L-R: John Preston, Enam Ahmed Choudhury, Farooq
Sobhan, Rijit Sengupta at 7Up2 National Reference Group

Meeting, Dhaka, Bangladesh, September 27, 2005.
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project countries through a participatory process to understand and

appreciate prevailing competition concerns from the national, regional and

international perspectives, and enable them to respond appropriately.

Research & Publications

Towards the end of the reporting period, the project partners were finalising

the first draft of the Country Research Reports (CRRs). A detailed assessment

of the competition regime of each project country is presented in the CRR.

Additionally, one section of each CRR attempts to capture public perception

i.e. consumers-business-government on the benefits of a competition regime

in each of the project countries, something that has not been done before.

Once ready, the CRRs would be presented to a group of national

stakeholders � the National Reference Group (NRG) in each project country

in the second round of the NRG meetings.

Country partners developed papers on �Competition in Select Agricultural

Sectors�, on tobacco in Malawi, food grains in Ethiopia and sugar in

Mauritius. These papers were incorporated in a policy brief �Competition

in the Sector on Farm Goods�, that was disseminated during one of the side

events organised by CUTS on �Competition Issues in the Markets on Farm

Goods From the rural poor to luxurious supermarkets: Who profits?� at the

WTO Hong Kong Ministerial in December 2005.

One of the project partners � the Institute for Consumer Protection (ICP),

Mauritius � prepared a series of policy briefs in order to sensitise various

stakeholders on the relevance of a functional competition regime in

Mauritius. Issues covered in the policy briefs include competition and

poverty, consumer protection, implementation, and regulatory autonomy

and accountability etc.

Advocacy & Networking

� Two rounds of national stakeholder dialogues i.e. NRG Meetings were

organised in the project countries. While the objective of the first round

of NRG meetings was to inform a wide group of diverse stakeholders in

each country about the 7Up3 project and its mission, the second round

of NRG meetings were held to have discussions on the Preliminary

Country Paper (base paper on Competition regime in the project

countries) that had been prepared.

� A 7Up3 e-forum has been created with the

membership of 7Up3 project partners, project

advisory committee members, donors, members of

the NRGs, and other key stakeholders. The current

membership of the forum is 250, and is growing

everyday.

� A Regional Conference of the 7Up3 project was

organised in Addis Ababa from March 27-28, 2006.

This Conference provided an opportunity to share

the findings from the research undertaken in each of

the project countries with various stakeholders both

within the region and at the international level, viz.

the regional authorities, donors, intergovernmental

organisations, CSOs, and others. The detailed

research reports on the competition scenario in each

of the seven project countries were presented.

L-R: Zablon Ngugi Kahura, David Ong'olo, Cezley Sampson,
Thulasoni G Kaira, and John Preston at the 7up3 Regional

Conference, at Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, on March 27-28, 2006.
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� A Training Workshop for the Trade Practices Investigation Commission

(TPIC), Competition Agency of Ethiopia on �Competition Policy and

Law� was held at Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, on March 29-30, 2006. The

training workshop was the first of its kind that the TPIC underwent,

with experts and practitioners from the region and outside providing

useful knowledge and imparting skills to the staff of the TPIC.

Competition Regimes in the World � A Civil Society Report

(CiRComp Report)
CUTS International and International Network of Civil Society

Organisations on Competition (INCSOC) embarked on an ambitious

endeavour to develop a report that presents a compilation of short essays

on the national competition regimes from around the world. Work on this

report entitled, �Competition Regimes in the World � A Civil Society Report�

started from the middle of 2003, and in absence of outside support was

self-financed by CUTS. The project is based on voluntary contributions

from various INCSOC members, other experts and practitioners.

An �advanced copy� of the report was released in Antalya,

Turkey, during November 14-18, 2005 on the sidelines of

the fifth review conference of the United Nations Conference

on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) on the Set of

Competition Principles. The �Advance copy� presents

information on the competition regimes (in the form of country

essays) from 117 countries of the world. CUTS refined the

�advance copy� further, both in content and coverage (number

of countries covered) and would release the �final version� of

this book in the middle of the 2006.

The �Advance Copy� of the report caught the attention of the

global competition community. A whole new world of

technical information has been presented in a very simple

language and style. Observers assert that the report would

serve as an almanac for researchers, policymakers, different

groups of stakeholders and civil society members.

Research & Publications

The report entitled, �Competition Regimes in the World � A Civil Society

Report� is an attempt to map out competition regimes around the world

from the civil society perspective. It covers about 117 countries, most of

whom have a competition regime; while some are in the process of

adopting one.

Pharmaceuticals and Health Sector Study in India
The project entitled, �Competition Issues in Pharmaceutical Industry and

Health Delivery Systems in India� is being implemented to assess the extent

of anticompetitive practices in the Indian pharmaceutical industry and

health delivery systems. The project is supported by the Ministry of Health

and Family Welfare, GoI and the World Health Organisation (WHO).

The methodology of the project study involves surveys among key

stakeholders � pharmaceutical manufacturers, hospitals, pharmacists,

doctors and consumer organisations/NGOs in select Indian cities � Delhi,

Kolkata, Mumbai, Chennai, Bangalore, Ahmedabad and Hyderabad.

Launch of ‘Competition Regimes in the World – A Civil
Society Report’ at UNCTAD’s Fifth Review Conference of
the UN Set, at Antalya, Turkey, on Novermber 16, 2005.

L-R:  Frederic Jenny, Dave Levix, Pradeep S  Mehta,
Allan Asher, Santiago Roca, George Lipimile and

Gesner Oliveira.
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The overall objectives are to:

� identify competition concerns (both present and probable) in the

pharmaceutical sector and health delivery system;

� examine the scope of competition policy and law in dealing with such

competition concerns;

� suggest an implementation strategy in using competition law/policy

tools to enhance access to medicines and health delivery system; and

� analyse relevant states� position on cross border competition concerns

affecting the Indian health sector.

Research and Publications

Field surveys are being carried out in the above-mentioned seven cites, in

addition to analysing relevant literature for preparing the project report.

The report will analyse the option of using competition law and/or policy

in dealing with anticompetitive practices in the pharmaceuticals sector

and health delivery systems.

Comparative Study of Sectoral Regulation in Select

Developing Countries (RegFrame I)
This research project is a study to assess regulatory regimes in select

developing countries of Asia and Africa with support from the French

international development agency, Agence Francaise de Developpement

(AFD), Paris.

This study would provide an opportunity for establishing benchmarks

suitable for developing countries in sectoral regulation by examining cross-

country experiences of government policies and identifying sectors where

regulatory functions were being performed either by the government or

the specialised agencies. It would also analyse the regulatory framework

with regard to institutional and governance aspects. Cambodia, India,

Indonesia, Kenya, South Africa, Vietnam and Zambia have been selected

for this study.

Research and Publications

Seven country papers and a comparative assessment in a synthesis report

would be produced as outputs of this study. The Centre partnered with

CSOs/research organisations from each of the project countries in order

to implement this project, and prepare �Country Papers on Sectoral

Regulation�. Researchers in each of the partner organisations were provided

with the outline of the country reports, and constantly guided for developing

these papers by CUTS researchers.

Draft country papers from most of the project partners were received,

which would be reviewed externally before being finalised.

Simultaneously, a �synthesis paper� collating the findings from the

individual country papers would be produced and disseminated to the

international policy community.

Consumer-friendly Cable TV System
The project �Consumer-friendly Cable TV System�, undertaken by CUTS

in July 2003 was sponsored under the Consumer Welfare Fund of the

Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution, Government

of India. CUTS carried out research and field surveys. The project aims at

finding out consumer�s perception on the operational efficiency of the
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Conditional Access System (CAS) and assessing whether CAS has helped

to remove or at least reduce the inefficiencies and inequities faced in the

past. However, since CAS largely remained a non-starter, the survey was

done to:

� assess the structure of cable TV market in four metros;

� gauge the level of influence, cable operators have on consumers; and

� find out consumer�s perception of CAS.

It showed that despite relatively strong consumer awareness in the country,

the cable TV sector is a seller�s market. The consumer is merely a puppet

in the hands of operators having no say in the types of channels s/he wants

to watch or in selecting her/his cable operator. Consumers pay for channels

they do not watch, and may not receive channels they would like to pay

for and watch.

In lieu of the various problems existing in the cable TV sector, the

Government tried to introduce the Conditional Access System (CAS) in

the four metropolitan cities. It was envisaged as beneficial to all

stakeholders, as CAS would allow subscribers to pay for channels they

watched and bring transparency in the system of subscriber information.

Despite its various advantages, CAS failed to take off completely.

Research and Publication

The report entitled, �Consumer-friendly Cable TV System�, was published

in June 2005, which looks at all the various issues of concern in the cable

TV sector and analyses them in the light of the several survey results. It

finally makes certain recommendations towards ensuring a consumer-

friendly cable TV system.

Select Representations

Date & Venue

November 11-12,

2005, Seoul, South

Korea

November 14-18,

2005, Antalya,

Turkey

November 21, 2005,

New Delhi, India

August 17, 2005,

New Delhi, India

Issue

Need for Cooperation

at the international

level

Restrictive Business

Practices

Infrastructure

Regulation in India

To discuss trade policy

and industrial reforms

policy papers and seek

comments

Event

�International Cooperation among

Competition Authorities in Asia�, at

the Seoul Annual

Competition Forum

Fifth Review Conference of the UN

Set of �Multilaterally Agreed

Equitable Principles and Rules for

the Control of Restrictive Business

Practices�, organised UNCTAD

Meeting organised by the

Confederation of Indian Industries

(CII) to share its presentation made

before the Planning Commission

on Infrastructure regulation in India

Seminar on trade and industry

organised jointly by the Indian

Council for Research on

International Economic Relations

(ICRIER), Indian Institute of

Management (IIM), Bangalore,

Asian Development Bank (ADB)

and the Ministry of Finance, GoI

Participants

� Alice Pham

� Pradeep S Mehta

� Nitya Nanda

� Rijit Sengupta

� Vinayak R

Pandey

� Manish Agarwal
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Special Endeavours

Parliamentary Forum on Economic Policy Issues (PAR-FORE)
A Parliamentarians Forum on Economic Policy Issues (PAR-FORE) was

formally launched in December 2005. The Centre has been playing host

to this non-partisan forum, discussions on whose formation started in July

2005. The forum aims to provoke dispassionate debate among

Parliamentarians, and has been initiated at the behest of five

Parliamentarians: Suresh Prabhu of the Shiv Sena, Yashwant Sinha of the

Bharatiya Janta Party (BJP), Dinesh Trivedi of the Trinamool Congress

(TMC), Madhusudhan Mistry of the Congress and N N Krishna Das of the

Communist Party of India (CPI-M). Over 45 MPs from both the Houses

have joined the forum, of which an equal number are from the Lok Sabha

and the Rajya Sabha.

The forum facilitates discussions on a periodic basis on core economic

policy issues to accelerate consensus on both the content and process of

reforms.

Research and Publications

A series of �Issue Notes� were produced to facilitate the discussions at the

PAR-FORE meetings on specific aspects. A typical �Issue Note� provides

an overview on the theme and ends with a few questions that

Parliamentarians would like to address in their discourse in and outside

the Parliament.

The following Issue Notes were prepared:

� Regulatory Autonomy and Accountability

� WTO Hong Kong Ministerial Conference: What is at Stake for India?

June 06-08, 2005,

Bonn, Germany,

May 19, 2005, New

Delhi, India

January 18, 2006,

New Delhi, India

January 24, 2006,

New Delhi, India

March 17-18, 2006,

New Delhi, India

March 25-26, 2006,

Lahore, Pakistan

4thAnnual Conference of the

International Competition Network

(ICN)

Advocacy seminar organised by

the Competition Commission of

India (CCI)

Seminar organised by Federation of

Indian Chambers of Commerce

and Industry and Shriram Centre

Meeting organised by the Telecom

Regulatory Authority of India

(TRAI)

Workshop organised by the CCI,

the World Bank and the DFID

Workshop entitled, �Challenges in

Implementation of Economic

Regulation in Infrastructure

Services-Consumer Interest in

Competitive Markets�

To discuss emergent

issues in the field of

competition policy and

law

To sensitise state

government officials on

the subject

To discuss Jagdish

Bhagwati�s book, �In

defence of Globalisation�

To review the

implementation of the

Consumer Charter that

telecom service

providers adopted in

2005

Competition policy and

law

Presentation on

�Overlap between

jurisdictions of

Competition Authority

and Economic

Regulators�.

� Pradeep S Mehta

� Manish Agarwal

� Pradeep S Mehta

� Manish Agarwal

� Vinayak R

Pandey

� Pradeep S Mehta

� Manish Agarwal

� Vinayak R

Pandey
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Advocacy and Networking

� The launch meeting of the Parliamentarians Forum on

Economic Policy Issues (PAR-FORE) was organised at

New Delhi, on December 07, 2005, in which all the

Members of Parliament (MPs) were invited where the

regulatory policy framework of India was discussed. Two

issues were prominent: �Regulatory Autonomy and

Accountability� and �WTO Hong Kong Ministerial

Conference: What is at Stake for India?

� During the second meeting held on December 21, 2005,

Members met to discuss the outcomes of the WTO Hong

Kong Ministerial, and concurred with the findings that

the Indian Commerce Minister, Kamal Nath did a good

job at the Ministerial by putting forth the Southern Agenda

on trade policy and related regulatory issues

Retreat on Regulatory Autonomy and

Accountability
Regulators need to be given sufficient autonomy to ensure

that they take judicious decisions in a competent manner

and are made accountable and answerable for their actions

and performance. With the view to facilitate better

understanding among key stakeholders, CUTS C-CIER

envisaged to organise rounds of discussions on the key

aspects of regulatory autonomy and accountability in India.

The objective of these discussions was to establish a

consensus on this issue.

The Centre organised a three session policy roundtable

entitled, �Regulatory Autonomy and Accountability� at New

Delhi, on May 07, July 23, and September 10, 2005

respectively. A policy brief entitled �Regulatory Autonomy

and Accountability� was prepared after collating the

discussions undertaken in these policy dialogues.

Future Plans
Competition Policy and Law

ICRR: A project entitled, India Competition and Regulation

Report (ICRR) is being planned with the aim of undertaking

a biennial review of the competition and regulation scenario

in India and to serve as a useful reference on competition

and regulatory issues in the country.

CDRF: A project entitled, �Competition, Regulation and

Development Research Forum� (CDRF) would be initiated

soon. This project would act as a platform for developing

country researchers to showcase research highlighting

political economy and governance constraints in

implementing competition and regulatory regimes in

developing countries. The project would serve the dual

purposes of encouraging researchers from the developing

world to undertake research on these issues and create

PAR-FORE meeting, in New Delhi, on December 07, 2005

L-R: M V Rajasekharam, Yashwant Sinha, P C Alexander
and Pradeep S Mehta at the PAR-FORE meeting

L-R: D R Mehta, Pradeep S Mehta and S Sundar at a
meeting on Regulatory Autonomy and Accountability in

New Delhi, on July 23, 2006
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awareness among stakeholders from developing countries on relevant

aspects towards evolving effective competition and regulatory regimes.

Study of Cartel Cases: A project entitled, �Cartel case laws in Select

Jurisdictions: Lessons for Competition Commission of India (CCI)� would

be undertaken to help the Indian competition authority with appropriate

�know-how� of dealing with cartels, for efficient enforcement of the new

Competition Act of the country.The CCI does not have the prior experience

to draw from, with regards to cartel investigation. Hence, it is imperative

to look at the experience of other countries for development of

jurisprudence and its implementation. This is what the project aims to

achieve.

Economic Regulation

Regframe II: CUTS C-CIER is developing a project entitled, �Comparative

Study of Regulatory Framework in Infrastructure Sector: Lessons for India

(RegFrame II), seeking support from the Planning Commission, GoI. The

project aims to analyse and compare the regulatory frameworks in utility

services in select countries to help the Government develop a regulatory

framework for the Infrastructure sector in the country.

Making electricity reforms work for the poor in India: The project will

enable Indian CSOs to represent the interest of the poor in the policy

making process for the electricity sector. It aims to carry forward the

country�s electricity reform process in an inclusive manner, by ensuring

participatory decision-making.

Study of Electricity Regulation in South Asia: The project will focus on

electricity regulatory commissions in the project countries and examine

the policy framework in the sector, thereby bringing out a set of good

practices in South Asia by drawing from experiences of Bangladesh, India,

Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka.

Consumer Protection

India Consumer Report: The report would analyse the state of consumer

rights in  India,  and  assess  the  situation  in terms of identified quantitative

indicators of achievement. The UN guidelines would comprise the overall

framework for this report to be brought out periodically by the centre.

Investment Climate

National Level

Assessing Enabling Environment in States of India: This initiative aims to

asses the bottlenecks to investment (and private sector development) in

select states of India. The states that have been selected for the initiative

are Andhra Pradesh, Rajasthan and West Bengal.

International Level

Studying Investment bottlenecks: This project aims to study investment

bottlenecks that are being prepared for select countries, with the first one

being planned in Tajikistan. The purpose of the project is to raise awareness

of domestic and international investors and policymakers on ways of

enhancing investment in the beneficiary countries, thereby encouraging

private sector development.
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Deepak Saxena
Programme Officer

K C Sharma
Assistant Researcher

Dharmendra
Chaturvedi
Programme

Assistant

B N Sharma
Assistant Editor

George Cheriyan
Associate Director

R K Sharma
Programme
Coordinator

CUTS Centre for Consumer Action, Research & Training (CART)

C
UTS CART was founded in the year 1992, with the mandate of

pursuing the cause of common consumers. With the growth of the

organisation, the responsibility of moving it forward was handed

over to CUTS CART. The programmes of the Centre are primarily aimed

at generating awareness, creating a more responsible society and

encouraging changes at the policy level by advocating with the government

machinery and sensitising it to its issues of concern to the common man.

The Centre has spearheaded several campaigns and pioneered consumer

empowerment creating and training over 1200 activists and helped

establish over 300 independent groups in Rajasthan and elsewhere. The

Mission of the Centre is:

 �To enable people, particularly the poor and the marginalised, to

achieve their rights to basic needs and sustainable development

through a strong consumer movement�.

Advisory Board
The Centre carries its activities under the guidance of an advisory board.

The following is the list of the advisory board.

Members 1.  Dr V S Vyas, Professor Emeritus & Chairman,

     Governing Board, Institute of Development Studies

      (IDS), Jaipur

2. Dr C S Barla, Consulting Economist and Consultant for

District Poverty Initiative Programme (DPIP), Jaipur,

3. I C Shrivastava, IAS (Retd.) & Chairman, Human Well

Being Foundation

4. Dr Maya Tandon, Chairperson, Dr MN Tandon

Memorial Charitable Trust (Sahayata), Jaipur

5. Dr Kumkum Srivastava, Chief Executive Officer (CEO),

VIHAN, Jaipur

6. Justice V S Dave, former Judge of Rajasthan High Court

and ex-Chairman of Rajasthan Law Commission

7. P N Bhandari, IAS (Retd.) former Chairman, Rajasthan

State Electricity Board

8. Madhusudan D Mistry, Member of Parliament and the

Managing Director of Disha-Pathey, Ahmedabad

9. Sharad Joshi, Social Activist and CEO of Centre for

Community Economics and Development Consultants

Society (CECOEDECON), Jaipur

10.Dr Anita Mathur, Chairperson of Astha, Udaipur

11.Madhavi Joshi, Programme Coordinator, Centre for

Environment Education (CEE), Ahmedabad

12.Dr A J James, Environmental and Natural Resources

Economist, Gurgaon (Haryana)

A K Thalia
Office Assistant
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Functional Areas
� Consumer Education & Protection

� Investor Education & Protection

� Good Governance, which includes economic governance

� Utility Reforms (Power & Water)

� Sustainable Mobility, which includes Road Safety

� Women & Child Rights

� Sustainable Development, which includes environment & MDGs

Projects and Programmes
� Child Domestic Workers (CDWs)

� Participatory Expenditure Tracking Survey (PETS) on Mid-day Meal

Scheme (MDMS) in Rajasthan

� Power Sector Reforms (Phase- II)

� Securities Market Awareness Campaign (SMAC)

� Consumer Awareness on Rational Use of Drugs (RuD)

� Grassroots Reachout and Networking in India on Trade & Economics

(GRANITE)

Child Domestic Workers (CDWs)
CUTS CART, in partnership with Save the Children(UK), conceptualised a

unique project entitled �Hum Bhi Bachche Hain� (we, too, are children)

on Child Domestic Workers (CDWs). The objective of the project is to

bring the issue to the focus of the Government and the lawmakers and to

advocate for the inclusion of CDWs into the purview of the Child Labour

(Prohibition & Regulation) Act, of 1986. The project is being implemented

through 34 selected schools in Jaipur using a child-to-child approach in

close collaboration with the Departments of Education, Social Welfare,

Labour, Women & Child Development, Government of Rajasthan.

The project aims at advocacy at Rajasthan State-level, involving different

stakeholders to make it compulsory for all schools in the State to check

and the Government to prevent child domestic work. It also aims at the

capacity building of the schools to carry on the activities beyond the project

period. The duration of first phase of the project is for one year, i.e. from

July 2005 to June 2006.

Research & Publications

Under the project, �Hum Bhi Bachche Hain� (we, too, are children),

a quarterly newsletter was brought out highlighting implementation

activities as part of the national campaign to draw the attention of

the Indian Government and the lawmakers towards CDWs and to

advocate for their inclusion within the purview of the Child Labour

(Prohibition & Regulation) Act of 1986.

Advocacy & Networking

� The project, was formally launched in Jaipur, on July 27,

2005, by Alka Kala, Principal Secretary Department of Women &

Child Development (DWCD), Government of Rajasthan. In the

launch meeting about 75 participants, which included government

officials, teachers and students from selected schools, representatives

of donor agencies/CSOs working on child issues, and representatives

of social organisations etc., participated.

� The focused group discussions (FGDs) have been one of the

most important implementation activities in eliciting ideas and views

Alka Kala, Principal Secretary, Department of
Women & Child Development, Government of
Rajasthan lighting the lamp to mark the formal
launch of the project, ‘Hum Bhi Bachche Hain’

at Jaipur
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of children on CDWs. Two FGDs were organised on January

12 and February 03, 2006 at Maharaja Girls Senior Secondary

School and Kapil Gyan Peeth, Mansarovar, Jaipur

respectively.

� Paricharcha � a state-level consultation was organised in

Jaipur, on March 27, 2006.

� An inter school painting competition and public awareness

programme was organised in Jaipur, on October 17, 2005.

� A documentary, Jiya was screened in 34 schools of Jaipur

from January 02 to February 15, 2006, which aimed at

sensitising the students in extending their support and efforts

towards stopping CDWs.

� As a thought-provoking tool to generate awareness on the

deplorable condition of CDWs, about 50 Nukkad Nataks

(Road Shows) were enacted during the period August 2005

to  March , 2006, in different parts of Jaipur city.

In addition, the following articles were published in daily

newspapers:

1. Protect Children and their Future, Hindustan Times-Jaipur

Live, April 23, 2005

2. Children deprived of their childhood, Hindustan Times-Jaipur

Live, August 08, 2005

Participatory Expenditure Tracking Survey (PETS) on

Mid-Day Meal Scheme (MDMS) in Rajasthan
CUTS CART, in partnership with South Asia Social Accountability

Network (SASANet) supported by the Word Bank (WB) has taken

up a pilot project on �Participatory Expenditure Tracking Survey

on Mid-day Meal Scheme in Rajasthan�. In the first phase, the

focus was on Chittorgarh district. The objective of the project is

to highlight the positive aspect of the implementation of the

scheme in Rajasthan and to identify the gaps and to come out

with a set of recommendations for improving the service delivery.

Advocacy and Networking

� The project launch meeting and orientation of surveyors was

organised at Chittorgarh, on October 21, 2005. In addition

to WB representative JVR Murty, district officials, elected

representatives of Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs), CUTS

officials and more than 100 delegates participated in the

meeting. In the orientation workshop, 28 surveyors, two each

from all the 14 blocks of Chittorgarh participated.

� Training for surveyors was conducted at Chittorgarh, on

February 02, 2006. The survey was conducted in all 14 blocks

in 211 selected government/government-aided primary

schools of Chittorgarh.

� The orientation of surveyors was organised at Chittorgarh,

on February 02, 2006.

� The survey had taken place during February-March 2006.

Research & Publications

The following regular publication has been the main tool for

information dissemination on various outreach activities with

regard to this project:

L – R: Janak Singh Ji, Zila Pramukh, Panchayati Raj
Institution, Ashutosh Gupt, District Collector,

Chittorgarh, Narmada Bhambhi, Deputy Executive
Officer, Chittorgarh, and Rajeshwari Meena,

Pradhan, Panchayati Samiti at PETS on MDMS
Meeting at Chittorgarh

A view of the ‘Training of Surveyors, conducted under
PETS on MDMS at Chittorgarh, on October 02, 2006

Student participating in ‘Chitrankan’ on October
17, 2005 in a Jaipur School

A view of Paricharcha - a state-level consultation
organised in Jaipur, on March 27, 2006
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Paanchwan Stambh: A quarterly newsletter in Hindi, which sensitises the

common citizenry as well as the government officials regarding various

aspects of good governance.

Power Sector Reforms (Phase-II)
CUTS CART, in association with FES, is implementing this project with

the aim of involving the consumers at policy making as well as its execution

levels, and to bring about consensus amongst major stakeholders on the

power sector reforms in Rajasthan.

Following are the objectives of this project:

� to improve power supplies and services in qualitative as well as

quantitative terms;

� to increase the use of alternate energy such as renewable energy;

� to involve the community in power distribution, collection of dues;

� to realise reduction in theft;

� to ensure greater level of electrification, especially rural electrification;

and

� to involve people in the reform process leading to greater transparency.

Research & Publications

The following regular publication has been the main tool for information

dissemination on various outreach activities with regard to this project:

Aadhar: A quarterly newsletter in Hindi, to increase the awareness among

the citizens for their fundamental rights.

Advocacy and Networking

� A State-level orientation workshop was organised in Jaipur, on May

26-27, 2005. The workshop aimed at imparting required skills to

representatives of consumer organisations, with a view to facilitate

their effective participation in electricity regulation through building

capacities and to enhance the consumer voice.

� A total of 10 circle-level workshops were held from June 20, 2005 to

March 21, 2006 at 10 different districts of Rajasthan.

The objectives of these workshops were to propagate the power

reforms initiated by the Rajasthan Government and to make

people aware of these reform processes through a participatory

approach. In these workshops, sessions on capacity building in

power sector reforms, awareness regarding the power sector

reforms, power tariff settings, and the role of consumer

organisations were taken up for discussions. The project will

continue up to June 30, 2006.

Securities Market Awareness Campaign (SMAC)
CUTS is a registered Investor Association with the Securities and

Exchange Board of India (SEBI) and also is registered with Ministry

of Company Affairs (MoCA), Government of India under Investor

Education and Protection Fund (IEPF). This is an advocacy-based

project, aimed at generating awareness campaign among

investors, especially the smaller ones, on safe investments in

the stock market. Its objectives also include the development of

investment culture in smaller towns and rural areas.

Participants discussing at a workshop under ‘Power
Sector Reforms’ at Barmer, on February 10, 2006
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Advocacy and Networking

� Under the third round of SMAC supported by SEBI, 11 workshops were

organised at various places such as Beawer (Ajmer), Sojat City (Pali),

Jalore, Bikaner, Jodhpur, Udaipur, Churu, Jaipur, Jhunjhunu, Barmer

and Baneda (Bhilwara) etc., from August 20, 2005 to March 27, 2006.

The aim of these workshops was to build capacities of the investors with

the functioning of the securities market, such as the basic fundamentals of

investment and risk management and their rights and responsibilities.

Consumer Awareness on Rational Use of Drugs
CUTS has undertaken a project on �Consumer Awareness on Rational Use

of Drugs� with the support of World Health Organisation (WHO) and the

office of the Drug Controller General of India to build awareness among

consumers (patients) on rational use of drugs. The project is being

implemented in nine States in India and coordinated at the national level

by the CUTS Calcutta Resource Centre (CUTS CRC). CART was responsible

for implementing the project in Rajasthan. The project envisages, in the

first instance, to ascertain the level of awareness of the common man on

these issues, develop and test �Patient Information Material� (PIM) enlisting

and detailing the normative behaviour of a patient, and finally to give this

PIM wide publicity across India.

Research & Publications:

The following regular publication has been the main tool for information

dissemination on various outreach activities with regard to the Consumer

Education & Protection:

Aapke Naam Chitti: A monthly newsletter in Hindi illuminating the

activities of CUTS, achievements of allied organisations and other

interesting news. It also serves as a principal advocacy document for the

consumer movement in Rajasthan.

Advocacy and Networking

� A survey was conducted in the month of March-April 2005.

� FGDs were held in Jaipur and Chittorgarh.

� A �Training of Trainers� (ToT) workshop was organised in Jaipur, on

June 25, 2005 to impart training on various technical aspects of the

subject.

� An interface campaign on the Rational Use of Drugs (RuD)

was organised at Bhilwara, Rajasthan, on October 16, 2005.

� Four public interfaces were held at Bikaner, Phagi, Bhilwara

and Chittorgarh on September 25 and 28, 2006 and

October 16 and 30, 2006 respectively.

� Campaign with the slogan �One Aspirin a day will keep

the doctor away� was held in Jaipur, on November 20,

2005

� A consumer awareness campaign involving students from

different schools was held in Jaipur, on November 26,

2005. Under the campaign, different sessions of debates

on RuD were conducted including a documentary film.

More than 150 students participated in the campaign.

An expert is providing information on ‘Rational Use of
Drugs’ at a Training of Trainers Workshop in Jaipur
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Grassroots Reachout and Networking in India on Trade &

Economics (GRANITE)
CUTS launched a two-year project entitled, GRANITE, on January 01,

2005. The Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation (NORAD)

and Novib (OXFAM, The Netherlands) are supporting the project, which

is being implemented in eight States, viz. Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka,

Maharashtra, Orissa, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh and West

Bengal in partnership with CSOs working at the grassroots. The project

focuses on two sectors: agriculture and textiles & clothing (T&C). Being

one of the partners in the project, CUTS CART is responsible for

implementing the project activities in Rajasthan and is responsible for

coordinating the project at the national level in close collaboration with

CUTS CITEE.

Research & Publications

CUTS GRANITE publication �Khuli Khidkian Khule Darwajen� was released

on the occasion of the Rajasthan State Launch Meeting of GRANITE, by

T Srinivasan, Principal Secretary, Industries, Government of Rajasthan, in

Jaipur, on April 14, 2005.

Advocacy and Networking

� The Rajasthan State Launch Meeting of GRANITE was held

in Jaipur, on April 14, 2005. T Srinivasan, Principal Secretary,

Industries, Government of Rajasthan, the Chief Guest, delivered

the inaugural address and formally launched the project. There

were two panel discussions on �Opportunities and Challenges�

in agriculture and T&C sectors in Rajasthan, which was followed

by open discussions.

� A media workshop was organised in Jaipur, on October 06,

2005 to discuss �Key Concerns of Rajasthan State on Agriculture,

Textiles & Handlooms� in which media persons, both national

as well regional level, from English and local language press

including alternative media participated.

� Four outreach meetings were conducted in Rajasthan in the

districts of Chittorgarh, Bhilwara, Sawai Madhopur and Jalore

on September 14, 15, 22 & 28, 2005, respectively.

� National seminar on GRANITE was organised in Jaipur, from

November 13-15, 2005, to take stock of the happenings in the

eight project states and aimed to facilitate interaction among

various stakeholders on emerging issues of globalisation vis-à-

vis its impact on the poor.

� A day-long State-level workshop was organised in Jaipur, on

December 21, 2005.

� The second two-day Focused Training Seminar was held at

Kolkata, on January 27-28, 2006, which served multifaceted

objectives of imparting skills to articulate and analyse sectoral

issues (agriculture and textiles) and also focus on the evaluation

of project activities in its first year of implementation (from January

2005 to December 2005).

T Srinivasan, Principal Secretary, Industries,
Government of Rajasthan, releasing CUTS GRANITE

Publication at the launch meeting held in Jaipur

Prabhu Lal Saini, Minister of Agriculture,
Government of Rajasthan, addressing the state-level

workshop under GRANITE at Jaipur on
December 21, 2005
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Date & Place

April 01-02 2005,

Jaipur, India

April 29, 2005,

Jaipur, India

May 09, 2005,

Jaipur, India

May 16-19, 2005,

Hyderabad, India

June 17, 2005,

Jaipur, India

June 22-23, 2005,

Kula Lumpur,

Malaysia

June 23, 2005,

Jaipur, India

July 07, 2005,

Chennai, India

July 15, 2005, New

Delhi, India

July 30-31, 2005,

New Delhi, India

Events & Organiser

Two-day outreach workshop on

WTO organised by National

Cadet Corps (NCC), Rajasthan

and sponsored by Association for

Environment and Development

Research (AEDR), Delhi

Meeting of Consumer

Organisations organised by

Accountant General�s Office,

Jaipur

Meeting City Advisory Board

(CAB) of ChildLine Jaipur

organised by Institute of

Development Studies (IDS)

Social Accountability Workshop

organised by CGG, Hyderabad

and the World Bank

State Workshop on �Programme

for control on deficiency of Iodine

deteriorates health� organised by

UNICEF

Regional Workshop on �Children

and Food Security � Nutrition in

Schools� and Training Workshop

on �Rights to Seeds� organised by

Consumers International,

Regional Office for Asia & the

Pacific

Meeting of the Task Force

formulation phase, European

Commission (EC)-State

Partnership Programme organised

by Government of Rajasthan

National Seminar on Product

Safety, Chennai organised by

Department of Consumer Affairs

(DoCA), Government of India

(GoI) & CONCERT, Chennai

Workshop on �Improving Service

Delivery and Role of NGOs�

organised by Ministry of

Personnel, Public Grievances and

Pensions, GoI & Tata Consultancy

Services Ltd.

Fourth National Convention of

Consumer Coordination Council

Issue/objective

Awareness on WTO

issues

Problems faced by

consumer organisations

in the implementation of

Consumer Protection Act

(COPRA)

To make the functioning

of ChildLine, Jaipur

effective.

Application of Social

Accountability Mechanisms

in Community Driven

Development and

Decentralisation

Programmes in South Asia

Creating awareness

among people for use of

iodised salt

To raise awareness on the

important links between

nutrition, health, education

and food security and to

understand the implications

of intellectual property

rights (IPRs) on seeds

To draft financial

proposal for the

partnership programme

Product Safety

Service delivery in areas

of education, health,

infrastructure and basic

services

Consumer Issues

   Participant(s)

� R K Sharma,

� Swati Chada

� Sonal Jain

� Deepak Saxena

� K C Sharma

� Dharmendra

Chaturvedi

� George Cheriyan

� K C Sharma

� K C Sharma

� Dharmendra

Chaturvedi

� George Cheriyan

� R K Sharma

� George Cheriyan

� K C Sharma

� Deepak Saxena

Select Representations
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Economic

Governance

Child Issues

Investor Education

and Protection

Road Safety

Food Security

Public Finance

Accountability

Health Management

Road Safety

Child Issues

State Budget for

the financial year

2006-07

Water Management

� George Cheriyan

� Vinayak R Pandey

� George Cheriyan

� Deepak Saxena

� Dharmendra

Chaturvedi

� George Cheriyan

� K C Sharma

� Punya Rupa

Bhadury

� Deepak Saxena

� Dhudeshwar

Kumar

� Dharmendra

Chaturvedi

� Smriti

� Pradeep S Mehta

� Deepak Saxena

� Vinayak R

Pandey

� Dharmendra

Chaturvedi

August 12, 2005,

Jaipur, India

August 12, 2005, 

aipur, India

August 27, 2005,

Mumbai, India

September 12, 2005,

Pilani, Rajasthan,

India

October 12-14,

2005, Helsinki,

Finland

December 12, 2005,

Jaipur, India

December 17, 2005,

Jaipur, India

December 17-19,

2005, Jaipur, India

December 23, 2005,

Jaipur, India

February 22, 2006,

Jaipur, India

March 21-22, 2006,

Jaipur, India

Presentation on the draft Economic

Report of Rajasthan entitled �Closing

Development Gap� by the World

Bank Mission to Rajasthan

Brainstorming session on Knowledge

Community on Child in India (KCCI)

organised by UNICEF

Meeting of Investor Associations

registered with Investor Education and

Protection Fund (IEPF) organised by

Indian Institute of Capital Markets (IICM)

Asia Regional Meeting (ARM 2005)

and the workshop on �Safety on Rural

Roads� organised by Birla Institute of

Technology & Science (BITS)

International Project Meeting on

�Hunger & Food Security� organised

by United Nations University-World

Institute for Development Economics

and Research (UNU-WIDER)

Meeting of Advisory Committee of

Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre

(BARC)

National Conference on �Health

Management� titled �PRADANYA�

2005 organised by Indian Institute of

Health Management Research (IIHMR)

Preparatory Meetings for the Road

Safety Week 2006

Workshop on �UNICEF�s State of

World�s Children Report, 2005�

Pre-budget Consultation with the

Chief Minister Vasundhara Raje. The

objective of the meeting was to put

forth certain suggestions which could

be taken into account in the

forthcoming State Budget for the

financial year 2006-07

Consultation on accelerating the water

resource management in Rajasthan

organised by the Indian Institute of

Health Management Research (IIHMR)

in collaboration with UNICEF and

Divisional Jal Abhiyan Committee
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Special Endeavours

Gram Gadar Awards-2005

The Gram Gadar Awards 2005 for rural journalism for media researchers

were announced on April 13, 2005 � the Gram Gadar Day � and were

distributed on May 27, 2005. Rajasthan Electricity Regulatory Commission

(RERC) member S M Dharendra and H D Charan, Ex CMD, Jal Vidyut

Vitran Nigam Limited (JVVNL), gave away the awards to the following

persons:

1. Topic: State of the Consumer in Rajasthan �Avinindra Basal, Medical

Times, Jaipur

2. Topic: Status of the Panchayati Raj System in Rajasthan �Amar Pal

Singh, Rajasthan Patrika, Sri Ganganagar

3. Topic: Advocacy for Women & Child Rights �Yadav, VIVIDHA

Features, Jaipur

Consumer Complaints Handling, Information & Advisory Services

During the period, the Consumer Information Cell (CIC) of CUTS CART

handled a total of 34 complaints, in addition to providing information and

advisory services to a large number of consumers through direct

counselling, or through e-mail and telephone. About 25 percent of the

cases related to banking/insurance, 21 percent to unsatisfactory telephone/

mobile/electricity services, 12 percent to adulterated food, 30 percent to

unsatisfactory services provided by various retailers, 6 percent to courier

service and 6 percent to medical services. In addition CIC provided

information and material about Consumer Protection Act to a large number

of students of Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) for project

work.

Awareness on Standardisation of Products to Rural Consumers

CUTS CART jointly with Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS), Jaipur Regional

office organised a one day Programme on �Awareness on Standardisation

of Products to Rural Consumers� at Madhorajpura (Phagi Tehsil) on June

11, 2005. More than 100 rural consumers participated in the programme.

The second programme in this series was organised at Alwar, on November

16, 2005.

State of the Consumers in Rajasthan

A path-breaking book titled Rajasthan mein Upbhoktaon ki Stithi (State

of Consumers in Rajasthan) was released by Dr Kirori Lal Meena, Minister

of Food, Public Distribution and Consumer Affairs, Government of

Rajasthan on March 18, 2006, at a state function organised to

commemorate the World Consumer Rights Day. The book contains a

wealth of information on consumer issues including: the rights and

responsibilities of consumers; how the consumers should deal with

consumer related problems; consumers perceptions; and role of consumer

organisations.
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Formulating the National Consumer Policy

CUTS CART continued to be part of the committee constituted by

the Department of Consumer Affairs, Government of India to

formulate the National Consumer Policy. The meeting of the

committee was held in Chennai on July 07, 2005. The committee

finalised the final draft of the National Consumer Policy. George

Cheriyan represented CUTS in the committee. The final draft of the

policy has now been submitted to the Cabinet for approval.

NCMP and its Prospects on Economic Reforms

CUTS CART, in association with the FES India, New Delhi organised a

Regional Seminar on �National Common Minimum Programme (NCMP)

and Its Prospects on Economic Reforms� on Gujarat, Haryana, Punjab and

Rajasthan in Jaipur, on August 24, 2005.

Strategies and Preparedness for Trade and Globalisation

CUTS CART, Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry

(FICCI) and Federation of Indian Micro and Small & Medium Enterprises

(FISME) jointly organised an inception workshop on �Strategies and

Preparedness for Trade and Globalisation with Special Reference to Small

& Cottage Industries including Handicrafts and Leather Footwear in Jaipur,

on November 07, 2005. About 70 participants attended the workshop,

including industry associations, representatives UNCTAD, FICCI and

FISME, media, CSOs, state government departments, artisans, weavers,

academia, etc.

Samvaad (Dialogue) on Land and Water Management for

Sustainable Development

CUTS CART, in association with Centre for Environment

Education (CEE), Ahmedabad, organised a two days Samvaad

(dialogue) on �Land and Water Management for Sustainable

Development� at Jaipur, on October 26-27, 2005. Samvaad

marked the conclusion of CUTS� project on �Land and Water

Management leading towards Bio-diversity Conservation�

implemented for the last three years at Chittorgarh in partnership

with UNDP and the Global Environment Facility (GEF).

Publications

The following regular publication has been the main tool for

information dissemination on various activities of the centre:

Catalyst: A quarterly e-newsletter in English covering the

activities of the Centre on grassroots issues like good

governance, consumer, child rights related programmes, and

participation aiming to create awareness among the wider

society about the activities of the centre.

Future Plans
� Carrying on Investor Education Programme

� Environmental Awareness Campaign

� Campaign on Child Rights

� Consumer Action

L-R: Rukmani R Haldia, Principal Secretary, Forest
Mines and Environment, Government of Rajasthan and

Madhavi Joshi, Regional Coordinator, CEE at
‘Samvaad’ on Land and Water Management, at Jaipur,

on October 26-27, 2005
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4. B S Tanwar, Chief Engineer (Retd.), Haryana

5. B L Sisodia, Senior Advocate cum Social Worker, Chittorgarh

6. I M Sethiya, Senior Chartered Accountant, Chittorgarh

7. Dr Barun Kanjilal, Professor, Indian Institute of Health

Management Research (IIHMR), Jaipur

8. Dr M S Rathore, Professor, Institute of Development Studies

(IDS), Jaipur

9. Anil Kumar Singh, Chief Executive, Network of

Entrepreneurship and Economic Development (NEED),

Lucknow

Chairman

Members

Shashi Prabha
Centre Coordinator

Madan Giri
Goswami

Senior Field
Officer

CUTS Human Resource Centre (CHD)

U
nder the policy of working at grassroots, CUTS Centre for Human

Development (CUTS CHD) was established in 1991, in Senti

village of Chittorgarh, for raising the living standards of the people,

especially women, neglected, deprived and weaker sections of the society.

The mission of the Centre is:

�To be an innovative centre for strategic interventions to raise the living

standards of people�

Functional Areas
� Empowerment

� Natural Resources Management

� Reproduction and Child Health

� Good Governance

Projects and Programmes
� Hamara Manch � Rural Girl�s Empowerment Programme (RGEP)

� Self-Help Group and Bank Linkage Project

� Universal Birth Registration (UBR)

� Chayan Youth Intervention �Towards a Pleasant Future

� Reproduction and Child Health, Nutrition and Aids (RACHNA)

� Land and Water Management towards Biodiversity Conservation

� Panchayati Raj Institution Empowerment Programme (PRISMO)

Hamara Manch � Rural Girl�s Empowerment Programme

(RGEP)
This project, being supported by Save the Children, (UK),  in 45 villages �

36 villages of five panchayats samities of Chittorgarh district and 9 villages

of one panchayat samiti of Bhilwara district. Under this programme, Bal

Panchayat Meetings, Bal Sammelan and social justice and development

samiti meetings on weekly and monthly basis, chaupal meetings, school

discussions, advocacy and networking workshops on violence against girl

child, girl child school enrollment celebrations and capacity building
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workshops on social justice and community development etc., were

organised. Through these activities, efforts were made to enhance

awareness towards child�s rights and to mitigate violence against girls.

The objectives of the projects include:

� to reduce violence against girls and women in the society by forming

a network of stakeholders;

� to analyse socio-economic causes and consequences of violence against

girls and women and its impact on the society; and

� to create awareness against social inequality, gender discrimination

against girls, so as to protect their rights.

Research & Publications

Aage Badhno Hossi and Gram Gadar, the two newsletters covered the

entire project activities undertaken during the period.

Advocacy & Networking

For increasing social awareness

on violence against girl child

and for sensitising children with

regard to causes and solutions

of violence against girl child,

two Bal Sammelans were

organised on the theme, �Our

initiative on violence against girl

child� on November 19-20,

2005, at Chittorgarh and on

December 26-27, 2005, at

Bhilwara respectively. In the Bal

Sammelans, children voiced

their inner feelings through

songs, plays, role plays, group

discussions and poster

exhibitions.

Hamara Manch was established

with an aim to provide a forum

to children, so that they could

voice their concerns. To realise the objectives of Hamara Manch, a

workshop on the theme, �Advocacy and Networking on violence against

girl child� was organised at Chittorgarh on April 21, 2005. About 94

participants took part in this workshop, which included: NGOs;

representatives of PRIs; and administrative officials.

Impact of the Project

� Working capacity of 45 Bal Panchayats increased

� Almost 316 children, including 132 boys and 184 girls got enrollment

in schools

� Children as well as the community were made aware of the rights of

children

� People started discussing stopping of child marriages

�· Other organisations adopted the Bal Panchayat model created by CUTS

Success Story

Bal Panchayat started impacting the gram panchayat. This was evident

from an incident at Kamalpura village of Banera panchayat samiti, where

the gate of the Government Higher Secondary School was broken due to

Glimpses of various activities under the Rural Girls Empowernment Programme
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which animal used to enter the premises. The members of Bal Panchayat

complained to the Sarpanch, who took action and the broken gate was

repaired in no time.

Self-Help Groups and Bank Linkages Project
With support from National Bank for Agriculture and Rural

Development (NABARD), Self-Help Groups (SHGs) and Bank

Linkages Project is being implemented in Mandalgarh and

Banera panchayat samities of Bhilwara district. The project

is aimed at empowering women from the poor and

marginalised sections of the society through easy access to

loans from the banks, so that they could achieve better living

standard and social status. It is also intended to make them

self-reliant through generating savings for the future.

During the period, 181 SHGs were formed with which 2056

men and women have been associated. So far, Rs 5,95,970

(US$12,867) has been saved. Out of the 181 SHGs, have 95

SHGs got associated with various banks and 34 SHGs

received loans to the tune of Rs 3,79,000 (US$8,183).

Self-Help Groups, Chittorgarh

45 SHGs in Kapasan, Nimbahera, Bhadesar, Gangrar, and Chittorgarh

panchayat samities of Chittorgarh district were actively working towards

raising the living standards. A total of 518 women, including girls were

made members through the efforts of these SHGs. Out of the total SHGs,

27 were associated with banks and seven SHGs got loan of Rs 5,45,000

(US$11,734).

Advocacy & Networking

The Centre, in association with District Industry Centre and Rajasthan

Patrika, helped the women SHGs of Thani village (Bhadesar panchayat

samiti) to organise a stall for selling carpets made from camel hides in a

weeklong exhibition at Rituraj Vatika of Chittorgarh from February 17-23,

2006. On this occasion, women members of SHGs exhibited the process

of carpet making.

Universal Birth Registration (UBR)
The Centre, with the support of Plan India and Indian Institute

of Health Management and Research (IIHMR), Jaipur,

implemented Universal Birth Registration (UBR) project in

the Banera panchayat samiti and Mandalgarh and Suwan

panchayat samitis of Bhilwara district. Under the

implementation activities, socio-cultural awareness

programmes for the community, birth registration awareness

chaupal meetings, slogan writing, capacity building

workshops for people associated with project in addition to

establishing contacts with officials related to birth registration

mechanism etc., were organised.

Advocacy and Networking

The Centre organised the project launch meeting at Bhilwara on January

25, 2006. Among the participants were Nutan Jain and Nahar Singh from

IIHMR, Jaipur, Kanhaiyalal Dhakad, Zila Pramukh, Bhilwara, CPK Jain,

statistical officer, Bhilwara, Geeta Gurjar, additional education officer,

Participants exchanging their views under the Self Help
Groups and Bank Linkages project at Chittorgarh.

Kanhaiyalal Dhakad, Zila Pramukh, Bhilwara handing
over birth registration certificate to a girl child at the

project launch meeting under Universal Birth Registration
Programme at Bhilwara
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Bhilwara and Maya Surana, CPDO, Suvana Panchayat Samiti. In the launch

meeting, five month old son of Ramdev of Lakshmipura and three month

old daughter of Kanku Lohar of Kherlia village were provided with birth

certificates.

Chayan Youth Intervention Project towards

Pleasant Future
This project was implemented under the Reproductive and

Child Health Programme. With support from CARE India,

the Centre implemented Chayan Youth Intervention project

with youth between age group of 15-24 in six Kachchi Bastis

of Bhilwara city. The implementation activities included:

management of youth centres; peer educator meetings;

stakeholders and guardian meetings; cultural programmes

and film shows; training and educational trips; sports

competition; painting and art competitions; nodal teachers

meetings; and school-based friendly meetings. The project

aims to generate social awareness about HIV/AIDS among

youth, to impart information on the better use of Reproductive Tract

Infection/Sexually Transmitted Infection (RTI/STI); and to provide

knowledge on the safety and prior precautions against HIV.

Advocacy and Networking

The Centre organised Youth Day on August 12, 2006 at Bhilwara, in which

about 500 youth, including students of government school, took part. Other

distinguished participants included Govind Gupt, SP, Bhilwara, R K

Shrivastava, Assistant Manager, NABARD and Geeta Gurjar, additional

education officer, Bhilwara, and representative of Urban Cooperative Bank,

Bhilwara. On this occasion, the youth presented cultural programmes and

plays on HIV/AIDS, child labour, social discrimination, education, literacy,

social evils etc. There was a discussion among participating young people

on Youth Policy 2003. They stressed the need for including �youth rights�

in the policy and its implementation honestly.

A TEAM comprising Aprajita from International Centre for Research on

Women (ICRW), New Delhi and Dr Deepmala Mahla of CARE, Jaipur

made a field visit to Kanwankhera Kachchi Basti of Bhilwara district, in

order to carry out a study under the Inner Space Outer Faces (ISOF) project.

During the close interaction with youth, they discovered the changes

brought about in their lives through the Chayan Youth Intervention project.

Reproductive and Child Health, Nutrition and Aids

Programme (RACHNA)
The Centre, with the support from CARE India, implemented �Maternal

and Child Health, Nutrition and Aids (RACHNA)� programme in Banera,

Mandalgarh and Suwana panchayat samitis of Bhilwara district. The

programme aimed at bringing about a lasting improvement in the health

and nutrition status of women and children and reducing the death rate of

mother and child. The implementation activities included: networking with

communities and organisations; observation of Anganwadi centres;

organisation of important days like mother day, child day, health day;

making contacts with household families and social awareness; and

organisation of cultural programmes.

Young girls discussing the ‘Youth Policy 2003’ at Bhilwara
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Land and Water Management Leading towards Biodiversity

Conservation
This project was implemented with the support of Centre for Environment

Education (CEE), Ahmedabad, in Pemdiyakhera village of Nimbahera

panchayat samiti of Chittorgarh district. The objective of this participatory

project was to encourage and contribute to the conservation and enhancement

of biodiversity by the community through land and water management.

Advocacy and Networking

� Under the project activities, forest protection samiti meetings were

organised on July 6 and 29, 2005, at Pemdiyakhera village, in which

the stakeholders evaluated the afforestation work and also discussed

the future plan of action. The meetings decided to plant new plants in

place of the old and withered ones and construct fencing round the

plantation area.

� Seminars and awareness rallies were organised in Arania Joshi

and Pemdiyakhera villages of Nimbahera panchayat samiti,

Karoria village of Bhadesar panchayat samiti and Thukrawa

village of Chittorgarh panchayat samiti on June 6, 2005 to

mark the occasion of World Environment Day. On the

occasion, stakeholders pledged not only to conserve

environmental resources and plant trees, but also to generate

awareness on the issue.

� The Centre, in partnership with United Nations Development

Programme (UNDP) and Global Environment Facility (GEF) Small

Grants Programme, and in association with CEE, Ahmedabad,

organised a two-day Samvaad (Dialogue) on �Land and Water

Management for Sustainable Development� at HCM-RIPA, Jaipur,

on October 26-27, 2005. About 100 participants attended the

workshop. Rukmini R Haldia, Principal Secretary, Forest, Mines and

Environment, Government of Rajasthan inaugurated the Samvaad.

The Panchayati Raj Institutions� Support and Mobilisation

Programme (PRISMO)
The Panchayati Raj Institutions� Support and Mobilisation Programme

(PRISMO) was launched with support from Swiss Agency for Development

& Co-operation (SDC) and implemented in nine panchayats of Chittorgarh,

Bhadesar and Nimbahera. The project aims towards the functioning of

Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs) in line with the 73rd Constitutional

Amendment and expectation and needs of the people.

Advocacy and Networking

� A one-day workshop under the panch-sarpanch on Referral Transports

Project was organised at Chittorgarh on June 15, 2005, in which newly

elected sarpanch and the ward panch took part. In the workshop, the

stakeholders informed that the government had transferred the money

for Referral Transport Project to auxiliary nurse midwife (ANM), which

was not fair because gram panchayats are associated with people. In

this context, the workshop sent a signed memorandum to the Chief

Minister, Vasundhra Raje to allow the said money remain with the gram

panchayat.

� Awareness campaigns, rallies and meetings were organised in all 52

villages under the nine gram panchayats whereby people, especially

women and deprived sections were encouraged to participate in the

working of the gram sabhas.

Project team at a village in Chittorgarh
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� A Wider Forum Workshop was organised at the Centre on

June 8, 2005, in which representatives from SDC and Indira

Gandhi Panchayati Raj Training Institute (IGPRTI), Jaipur and

NGOs analysed the efforts and accomplishments of PRI

empowerment. About 61 participants, including Preeta Lal, Zonal

Director, SDC, New Dlhi and Anita Brandon from IGPRTI took

part in the workshop.

Good Governance through Consumer Awareness

This project, an in-house initiation of CHD, is being implemented in all

the 14 blocks of the Chittorgarh district. The project aims at creating

awareness among the consumers of the district and to facilitate the process

of good and transparent governance. This project has been aiming at

sensitising and empowering the consumer groups with information on

consumer issues.

Advocacy and Networking

� Under the project, a block level awareness group training and

evaluation training of consumer groups was held at Chittorgarh. The

meeting aimed at capacity building.

� A seminar was organised on �consumer health and protection� to mark

the occasion of National Consumer Day on December 24, 2005 at

Chittorgarh. About 126 participants, including Rajendra Singh

Shekhawat, the District Collector and Virendra Singh Shekahwat, the

District Supply Officer, actively took part. On the occasion, an

exhibition of Consumer Protection Act, 1986 was held and informative

material was distributed.

� The Centre, in association with district supply office, Chittorgarh,

organised a seminar on the occasion of World Consumer Day on March

15, 2005. More than 150 people participated in the event, including

government officials, representatives from social organisations, peoples�

representatives, workers associated with consumer movement etc.

Other Activities

Participatory Expenditure Tracking Survey on Mid-Day Meal Scheme

CUTS CHD associated with CUTS CART in the implementation of the

project PETS on MDMS in Chittorgarh district.

Krishi Gaon Gaud Project

Under the new experiment in agriculture, the Krishi Gaon Gaud project

initiated by district collector, Chittorgarh to provide latest development

in agriculture sector to the remote villages, was implemented with help

of local NGOs, agriculture department, animal husbandry department,

cooperatives, banks and the organisations associated with agricultural

science. CUTS CHD, as a proactive facilitator, organised various activities,

such as slogan writing, film shows, outreach with farmers, chaupal

In the Chittorgarh panchayat samiti meeting on social

awareness campaign at Rithola village, the Bagria

(gypsy) community, when informed about government

development programmes, replied, �You (CUTS) are

the first to think about our plight. No one asked us, met

us or discussed with us before�.

Shrichand, Kriplani, Member of Parliament
inaugurating a bathroom for women at Kalyanpura

village, Chittorgarh
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Date & Venue

April 03-10, 2005

Port Blair, India

June 23 to July 02,

2005, Trissur, Kerala,

India

September 12-14,

2005, Indore, Madhya

Pradesh, India

December 13-18,

2005, Hong Kong

December 29-30,

2005, Jaipur,

Rajasthan, India

January 17-18, 2006,

Delhi, India

February 08-13,

2006, Udaipur,

Rajasthan, India

February 16-20,

2006, Chaibasa,

Bihar, India

Event

Training of volunteers

Workshop

Specialised Training

Programme

Training Workshop

WTO Ministerial

Meeting on UBR

Workshop

Panchayati Raj Training

Women Healer Workshop

Issue

Capacity building on child

cooperation

Training for Involvement of

Voluntary Organisations and

Civil Society

Stopping Child Marriage

Discussing and facilitation

India�s stand on various

issues at the WTO

Finalisation of project plan

Impact Evaluation of

Education

Observation of Anganwadi

centres and family contact

mechanism

Assessing the role and impact

of traditional healing methods

 Participants

� Dhanna Singh

Rawat

� Ghanshyam Singh

Chauhan

� Chandrakala Purohit

� Balkishan Ahir

� Ramchandra Singh

Rawat

� Chandrakala Purohit

� Ganga Dadich

� Madan Giri

Goswami

� Dhanna Singh Rawat

� Devendra Kumar

Paliwal

� Madan Lal Keer

� Shiv Singh Chauhan

� Raghvendra Singh

� Rajni Solanki

� Mushtaque Ali

Mansuri

� Ghanshyam Singh

Chauhan

meeting, and workshop for animal checkups etc., at Gardana village of

Bhadesar panchayat samiti.

Workshops under GRANITE Project

CUTS CHD coordinated workshops and meetings under the GRANITE

project. The Centre helped organise peoples dialogue workshops on

agriculture and textiles on September 14 and 16, 2005 at Chittorgarh and

Bhilwara districts respectively.

Awareness Exhibition

The Centre organised a three-day exhibition from September 13-15, 2006,

at Sanwariyaji mela (fair) at Bhadesar, Chittorgarh. In the exhibition, posters

on child marriage, violence against girl child, consumer awareness etc.,

were displayed and educational materials were distributed among visitors.

Meeting on Woman Health and Rights Advocacy Participation

Programme

Under the programme, the Centre organised a one-day meeting to share

the survey information and to fix the next phase of the programme on

August 29, 2005, at Chittorgarh. In the meeting, Sita Vajpayee from

CHETNA, Ahmedabad and Dr Parveen Aswal, chief medical and health

officer participated.

Select Representations
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Special Endeavour
For mass awareness at the grassroots level, the Centre organised various

important events such as World Food Day, Safe Motherhood Day, World

Environment Day, Youth Day, National Health Day and Psychological

Health Day etc.

Future Plans
� Deepening the work on mobilisation of people for active participation

in Panchayati Raj; and

� Strengthening the SHG movement to encompass micro-credit and

consume issues.
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Mita Dutta
Centre Coordinator

Dalia Dey
Programme

Officer

Debottam
Chakraborty

Research
Assistant

NK Sinha
Office Manager

CUTS Calcutta Resource Centre (CRC)

C
UTS CRC became operational in 1987. Since 1991, it started

working on a wide range of issues, such as trade, consumer safety

and health. Since 2003, the Centre started working both as

resource centre and programme centre for Safety Watch. The mission of

the Centre is:

�To work in association with other centres to ensure consumer

sovereignty and economic equality within and across borders�.

Functional Areas
� Safety Watch

� Health

� Grassroots Economic Development

Projects and Programmes
� Farmers� Rights Programme (FRP) Phase � II

� GRANITE

� Promotion of Rational Use of Drugs through Patient Information

Material and Consumer Awareness Programmes

� Medicine Pricing Project

Safety Watch
This programme area focuses on consumer safety with a mission to achieve

the citizen�s rights to be protected against unsafe goods, services and

technologies. The programme intends to achieve the following objectives:

� to inform and educate consumers about their safety-related rights

through formal as well as non-formal education systems, so that they

might push for improved legislations, standards and implementation

on safety related matters;

� to enhance the adoption of national as well as international standards

for the safety and quality of goods, services and technology; and

� to encourage and build capacity of consumer organisations to carry

out testing of essential consumer goods and dissemination of

information. 

Advocacy and Networking

� On January 14, 2006, the Centre organised the workshop �Safety

on the Roads� in Kolkata, which was attended by around 40

participants, comprising various stakeholders as well as personnel

from the traffic department, the public works department, civil

engineers, members of the academia from different research

institutions, members of different NGOs and the representatives of

CUTS. The event took place as part of India's Road Safety Week

during January 02-08, 2006

� In March 2005, the Centre launched the campaign on Section 134

of the Motor Vehicle Act 1988. The campaign focused film/serial

producers and directors to disseminate the message, including

distribution of materials like FAQs and the ABC of Road Safety etc.,

among people.

Keya Ghosh
Adviser
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Projects
The following two projects were implemented under the Safety Watch

programme:

� Promotion of Rational Use of Drugs through Patient Information

Material and Consumer Awareness Programmes

� Medicine Pricing Project

Promotion of Rational Use of Drugs through Patient

Information Material and Consumer Awareness Programmes
The concept of rational use of drug use has a wider implication, involving

each player in the process of health care. This project focuses on the

consumer as an important player in the cycle of health care. The focus is

on the rights and responsibilities of the consumer in his role as a patient.

Rationality, when considered from the consumers� perspective,

encapsulates some very basic and mundane duties, for instance, knowledge

of proper storage and disposal of drugs, awareness about drug interactions

with other drugs and food and other things. The awareness of these issues

would not only cut down the cost of therapy but would also make it much

more effective.

The objective of the project is to make consumers aware of their rights

and responsibilities with regard to drug use, through Patient Information

Material (PIM) in various forms. The project was implemented in nine

states in India, viz. Assam, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa, Punjab,

Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal.

Research and Publications

The research work under the project covered two areas:

� Patient Information Material (PIM)

� Pilot Survey

The PIM was designed in three forms:

� The Patient Information Manual � a manual highlighting the do�s and

don�ts that a patient should keep in mind while taking any medicine.

This was produced targeting the community trainers like NGOs, school

teachers, etc., who could use this manual in order to reach out to

various people in their own localities.

� Brochure � a colourful brochure that depicted the message of drug

use through pictures. This was produced to effectively reach out to the

students in high schools and colleges and the masses at the district

level.

� Short Film � a 20-minute film emphasising some important messages

on rational drug use.

There was an appreciable demand for the PIM. The short film was screened

at the National Pharmacy Week in Calcutta and other programmes. The

Centre brought out five issues of �Beware� the flagship newsletters that

were published during this period, which highlighted relevant and useful

information on consumer safety.

Advocacy and Networking

� A pilot survey was carried out through questionnaires and focused

group discussions (FGDs), which were based on the issues covered in

the PIM, and which took place in the four metros viz. Delhi, Bombay,

Kolkata and Chennai, and five state capitals, Bhopal, Bhubaneshwar,

Jaipur, Lucknow and Guwahati. A total of 667 people were interviewed
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during the survey. The participants in the discussions included doctors,

nurses, pharmacists, professors, journalists, housewives, social activists

and professionals from diverse fields etc.

� Three types of awareness generation programmes were organised:

Training of Trainers Workshop, which were organised in four metros

and five state capitals covering NGOs, State Pharmacy Council, teachers

and media representatives; Public Interfaces, which were organised in

four districts of each state of India, were interactive sessions with the

common man of the districts; and Campaign, which was organised in

high schools/colleges of eight Indian states, except Maharashtra. The

students were given the topic �An Aspirin A Day Keeps the Doctor

Away� and were required to debate on it. In some schools quiz

programme was also organised.

Medicine Pricing Project
CUTS CRC implemented the �Medicine Pricing Project�, which was a survey

in seven districts of West Bengal in association with West Bengal-based

NGOs and Community Development Medicinal Unit (CDMU). The survey

was conducted on the medicine prices of 32 selected essential drugs in public

and private outlets of seven districts, including the availability and affordability

of such drugs was assessed. On the basis of the data collected from the

field survey, a report was prepared jointly by CUTS CRC and CDMU.

Research and Publications

The survey report, �Medicine Prices and Affordability in the State of West

Bengal�, was released by Dr Jayashree Mitra, Director of Medical Education,

and Government of West Bengal on October o1, 2005. The co-authors of

the report and experts on the subject, like Prof Santanu Kumar Tripathi,

Vice-Principal and Superintendent, SSKM Hospital, Kolkata, Dr Abhijit

Hazra, Lecturer in Pharmacology, Institute of Post Graduate Medical

Education & Research, Kolkata, and Dalia Dey of CUTS CRC, were present

at the book-release ceremony.

Farmers� Rights Programme (FRP) Phase - II
CUTS CRC implemented the Phase-II of project entitled,

�Farmers Rights to Livelihood�. This was a research and

advocacy project aimed to study the impact of the WTO

Agreements on Farmers� Rights to Livelihood in the

Mountain Region, especially in the Himalayan region of

India. The Phase-II focused on, the issues of Access and

Benefit-sharing (ABS) and Prior Informed Consent (PIC),

and farmer�s participation in the decision making process.

The project intended to create a system of sustainable

agriculture by ensuring justified property rights on the

farm resources and traditional knowledge (TK).

Research and Publications

The research study focused on the development of a

model on the Farmers Rights to ABS of genetic

resources and the status of PIC in the light of Indian

legislations and international instruments. The

research also included the commercialisation of TK

and Benefit-sharing mainly in the Garhwal region

of Uttaranchal. The main objectives of the study are

to examine the process of TK�s commercialisation and

News Clippings of Farmer's Rights Programme
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the nature of ABS arrangement in the community. The

Centre brought out three Briefing Papers on ABS, PIC and

Bio-piracy.

A Campaign Kit was prepared in the form of an FAQ, which

have been circulated among all the stakeholders. Another

Campaign Kit in the form of a year planner, with the theme

of Bio-piracy and TK Protection� was also prepared. A leaflet

on the Seeds Bill, 2004 was prepared to sensitise grassroots

stakeholders on the Bill.

Advocacy and Networking

� On June 03-04, the Centre organised a workshop on

�Farmers� Rights: Benefit Sharing & Prior Informed Consent�

at Kolkata�. Around 28 participants, comprising various

stakeholders, including members of the academia from

different institutions, representatives of CUTS, NGO

professionals and the media, actively took part in the

workshop. They highlighted the lacunae in the laws and

the gap between policy level and the grass roots.

� On December 13, 2005 and February 08, 2006, it

organised two Dissemination Workshops at Dehradun and

Shillong respectively, in which around 40-50 participants

from the organisations working with the farmers� issues,

government officials, media persons and researchers

participated. It was mentioned that due to lack of

sensitisation, they cannot commercialise the TK, on the

one hand, and the natural resources are also degrading

day by day, on the other hand.

� On March 19 and 22, 2006, the Centre organised

two outreach meetings at Umran, Meghalaya and

Uttarkashi respectively. Around 35 farmers of the region

attended the Umran meeting and mentioned that wrong

government policy is mainly responsible for the lesser crop

productivity in the region. In the Uttarkashi meeting, 36

participants had attended and discussed the problems of privatisation

of natural resources in the region.

GRANITE
The Centre implemented, as a project partner, a two-year project entitled,

�GRANITE� in partnership with CSOs in West Bengal. The project was

implemented in eight Indian states, viz. Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka,

Maharashtra, Orissa, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh and West

Bengal with the support from the Norwegian Agency for Development

and Cooperation (NORAD) and Novib (Oxfam, The Netherlands).

The overall purpose of the project is to gather people�s perceptions on

globalisation and the WTO issues, with special emphasis on the impact of

globalisation on agriculture and T& C.

Research and Publications

For this purpose, a field research had been conducted in two states, namely,

Rajasthan and West Bengal. The findings had been documented in the

form of a study. GRANITE completed a year since its inception on January

01, 2005.

Events held under Farmers Rights Programme

Documents published under Farmers Rights
Programme
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Granite Press Coverage

Advocacy and Networking

� On May 13, 2005, the Centre organised the launch meeting of

the GRANITE project in West Bengal at the Rotary Sadan in

Kolkata. More than 100 participants from civil society groups,

academics, government and media houses attended the event.

Two panel discussions, focusing on the agriculture and textile

sectors in West Bengal, were organised during the meeting.

� During the period, the Centre organised five outreach meetings

with the help of local CSOs involving stakeholders from the

grassroots at different districts of West Bengal, viz. South 24

Pargana, Nadia, Murshidabad, Uttar Dinajpur and Islampur.

Select Representations

Date & Venue

June 17-18, 2005,

Bangalore, India

August 01-02, 2005,

New Delhi, India

September 27, 2005,

Dhaka, Bangladesh

October 03-05,

2005, Dhaka,

Bangladesh

November 07, 2005,

Kolkata, India

Event

Road Safety NGO Workshop

organised jointly by Global Road

Safety Partnership and WHO

Two day meeting on Biodiversity,

Indigenous Knowledge and IPRs

organised by Research Foundation

for Science, Technology and

Ecology (RFSTE)

SAARC Conference on Legal

Aspects of Biodiversity &

Community Knowledge jointly

organised by Bangladesh

Environment Lawyers Association

(BELA) and SAARC Peoples� Forum

International Civil Society Forum

2005 organised by Centre for

Policy Dialogue

Workshop on �Strategies and

Preparedness for Globalisation in

India� organised by Agriculture &

Processed Food Products Export &

Development Authority (APEDA)

Issue

Current road safety

scenario of India

India�s victory in the

case of Neem bio-piracy

and how to strengthen

the movement for the

reform of TRIPs

A review of the present

state of the legal regimes

related to Convention of

Biological Diversity and

Bio-safety Protocol

Advancing LDC interest

by building capacity in

the run up to the sixth

WTO Ministerial

Conference

Tier�II partners and the

activities under

Component-II of the

GRANITE project

 Participants

� Mita Dutta

� Debottam

Chakraborty

� Dalia Dey

� Mita Dutta

� Dalia Dey

� Tathagata Lahiri

Events held under Farmers Rights Programme
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November 25, 2005,

Howrah, India

December 08, 2005,

Islamabad, Pakistan

December 13-18,

2005 Hong Kong,

China

December 26, 2005,

Dhaka, Bangladesh

January 07, 2006,

Kolkata, India

February 27, 2006,

Kolkata, India

March 23-24, 2006,

Shillong, India

Role of Pharmacists in Promoting

Rational Use of Medicine

organised by Indian Pharmacists�

Association

8th Sustainable Development

Conference organised by SDPI

6th WTO Ministerial Conference

at Hong Kong

Training workshop on

Environment in the WTO

organised by BELA

Awareness Development Dialogue

for Action (ADDA) � A Platform of

Resource Organisation and NGOs

organised by Development

Research Communication and

Services Centre (DRCSC)

Indo-ASEAN FTA and Post Hong-

Kong Ministerial, organised by

UNCTAD India, Ministry of

Commerce and Textile

Committee, Ministry of Textile,

Government of India

Regional Workshop on

Biodiversity Conservation

supported by United States

Educational Foundation in India

(USEFI), Indo-American

Environmental Leadership

Programme (IAELP)

44th National Pharmacy

Week

Benefit-sharing and natural

resource management

Negotiations between

WTO member countries

on trade and economics

WTO and environment:

its implications with

respect to the

developing and LDCs

To strengthen the

network of different

resource organisations

and others working on

various issues

Sensitive product list

researched and

documented by

UNCTAD for

recommendation the

GoI for protection under

special product by

consulting the multi-

stakeholder groups

Traditional Knowledge

Based Biodiversity

Conservation Practices

in North-East India

� Rupa

Mazumdar

� Sumanta Biswas

� Mita Dutta

� Mita Dutta

� Debottam

Chakraborty

� Mita Dutta

� Dalia Dey

� Mita Dutta

� Dalia Dey

� Debottam

Chakraborty

� Debottam

Chakraborty

Future Plans
� Trade-related Capacity Building of CSOs;

� Study the Alternative Supply Chain in the Agro Food Sector in India,

Having Implications for Small Growers;

� Study to Evaluate Ongoing Handloom-related Schemes of the GoI being

Implemented in the North East;

� Project Management Agency for Implementing Civil Society Support

Programme in West Bengal;

� Market Survey for Handloom Products for West Bengal;

� Study to Analyse the Significance of Bio-piracy in India;

� Traffic-Calming Strategies to Improve Pedestrian Safety in India;

� Advocacy for Reducing Medicine Prices;

� Awareness Generation Programme on Drug Pricing Policy;

� Comparative Analysis of Post-traffic Injury Management Systems in

Six countries; and

� Child Safety in School.
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Mani Lamba
Director

CUTS Delhi Resource Centre (DRC)

C
UTS Delhi Resource Centre (CUTS DRC) was set up in 2002 as a

full-fledged office to act as the focal point for CUTS� advocacy,

outreach and external relations with national and international

institutions, including government departments and agencies. The objective

of opening DRC is to feed the work being done at the national level by the

other Centres of CUTS. Additionally, the Centre also maintains a dialogue

with national and international media, national associations of trade and

industry, other NGOs, Parliamentarians and special interest groups and

affiliations.

Functional Areas
� Parliamentary Advocacy

� Media Outreach

� CIRC � Marketing

� Event Management

Parliamentary Advocacy
Parliamentary advocacy is an important activity of the Centre. To facilitate

the Parliamentary advocacy, the Centre worked on:

� sending questions to identified Parliamentarians to be raised during

the Parliamentary sessions:

� following up of the questions raised and responses received, on subjects

of interest; and

� informing and sensitising MPs for raising Parliamentary Questions on

different soci-economic issues, including Bills to be put forth for a

wider and well-informed discussion on the floor of the Parliament.

Media Outreach
DRC has successfully organised participation and coverage of media both

print as well as electronic for CUTS various events in 2005-06. DRC is

responsible for coordinating for columns like �Face-Off� in The Economic

Times in other print and electronic media for greater visibility of CUTS

activities in media. It liases with the Press on one to one basis through

informal meetings, giving press releases, sharing exclusive stories, and

initiating debates on topical issues.

CIRC � Marketing
The Centre is pivotally involved in the activities of CIRC, particularly in

marketing of its courses amongst corporate houses, government and

academia and in collaborating with other institutes such as the Indian

Institute of Foreign Trade, etc. Due to its locational advantage, the Centre

has been involved in pursuing with the funding and governmental agencies

(World Bank, Ministry of Finance, etc) and in providing logistical support

to the programmes of CIRC organised in New Delhi.

Vijay Singh
Public Affairs

Officer
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Event Management
During the period, the Centre organised the following events:

�· April 2005 � Rational Use of Drugs Meeting;

� May, July & September 2005 � Three Rounds of Retreat on Regulatory

Autonomy and Accountability;

� September 2005 � National Consultation on Exploring Mekong-Ganga

Relationship (MGR) Project Meeting;

� September 09, 2005 � CIRC (CIRR) Governing Council Meeting;

� September 2005 � National Consultation on SAFIT;

� December 2005 � Parliamentary Forum on Economic Policy Issues

(PAR-FORE) Launch and second Meeting;

� January 2006 � Academic Lecture Series by Prof Eleanor Fox;

� February 2006 � Workshop on Amendment to Competition Act-2002;

� March 2006 � Seminar on Competition Law and Policy; and

� January-March 2006 � Survey of Option for using Competition Law/

Policy Tools in dealing with Anticompetitive Practices.
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CUTS Institute for Regulation and Competition (CIRC)

C
UTS initiated the inception of CUTS Institute for Regulation and

Competition (CIRC) keeping in mind the need for fair knowledge,

better negotiating skills and improved capacity of understanding

competition laws, economic regulation and commercial diplomacy. The

Institute was launched in September 2005. It is an initiative towards

creating an intellectual and knowledge base on the core activity areas of

competition policy & law, economic regulation and commercial

diplomacy. The slogan �enhancing knowledge, strengthening capacity�

explicitly defines the work area of the Institute.

The objective of CIRC is to facilitate research to enhance understanding

and explore inter-disciplinary linkages among the identified subjects; create

and maintain a knowledge database; and offer consultancy services to

government, regulators and business.

Governing Council
CIRC has an impressive Governing Council, including:

Dr C Rangarajan, Chairman, Economic Advisory Council

to the Prime Minister, New Delhi

1. Prof Shankar Acharya, Honorary Professor, Indian Council

for Research on International Economic Relations (ICRIER),

New Delhi, India

2. Dr Isher Ahluwalia, Chairperson, ICRIER, New Delhi, India

3. Prof Jagdish Bhagwati, Professor of Economics, and Political

Science, Columbia University, New York, US

4. Shri Nitin Desai, Former Under-Secretary General of United

Nations, New Delhi, India

5. Dr Frederic Jenny, Judge, French Supreme Court, Paris,

France

6. Dr Vijay Kelkar, Former Adviser to Finance Minister,

Mumbai, India

7. Shri D R Mehta, Former Chairman, SEBI, Jaipur, India

8. Shri Vikram S Mehta, Chairman, Shell Group of Companies

in India, Mumbai, India

9. Shri Nripendra Misra, Chairman, TRAI, New Delhi, India

10. Dr Kirit S Parikh, Member, Planning Commission, New

Delhi, India

11. Shri Rajendra S Pawar, Chairman, NIIT Ltd., New Delhi,

India

12. Dr S L Rao, Chairman, Institute for Social & Economic

Change (ISEC), Bangalore, India

13. Mr Rubens Ricupero, Former Secretary General, UNCTAD,

Geneva

14. Shri S Sundar, Distinguished Fellow, The Energy and

Resources Institute (TERI), New Delhi, India

Chairman

Members

Richa Bhatnagar
Assistant Programme

Officer
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15. Prof Vijay S Vyas, Professor Emeritus, Institute of

Development Studies, Jaipur, India

16. Justice D P Wadhwa, Former Judge, Supreme Court of

India, New Delhi, India

17. Shri B K Zutshi, Former Indian Ambassador to GATT/

WTO, Jaipur, India

18. Shri Pradeep S Mehta, Director-General, CUTS Institute

for Regulation and Competition (CIRC), Jaipur, India

Functional Areas
CIRC offers a wide range of programmes in the following areas:

� Economic Regulation

� Competition Policy and Law

� Commercial Diplomacy

Events

�Capacity Building on Competition Law� By Eleanor M Fox
CIRC is set to become an institute with a difference. In a significant step, it

launched a new initiative by organising the first of its kind CIRC Academic

Lecture Series entitled, �Capacity Building for the Indian

Competition Regime with Focus on Abuse of Dominance�, at

New Delhi, India, on January 18, 2006.

Dr C Rangarajan, Chairman, Economic Advisory Council to the

Prime Minister of India, Eleanor M Fox, Walter J Derenberg

Professor of Trade Regulation at New York University School of

Law and Pradeep S Mehta, Secretary General, CUTS International

were among the experts present on the occasion. While Eleanor

M Fox delivered the CIRC Academic Lecture, �Capacity Building

on Competition Law� Dr Rangarajan emphasised the need for

such institutions in India, which could provide training in this

field. CIRC, as a pioneer institute, aims to fill the gap. The

programme served as a curtain raiser in formally launching CIRC.

Training Seminar on �Competition Policy and Law�
CIRC organised a training seminar on �Competition Policy and

Law�, at New Delhi, India, during March 20-24, 2006. This five-

day seminar kick-started the activities of CIRC that aimed to

develop analytical capabilities to comprehend issues related to

competition policy and law, including their perspectives and

linkages with the industry and economy.

Participants came from Singapore, Thailand, Mauritius, Vietnam,

Cambodia, Oman, which also included representatives of Central

Government, many MNCs, regulators, CSOs and academia to

attend the seminar.

Jean-Pierre Lehman, Professor, International Institute for

Management Development (IMD), Lausanne and Founding

Director, The Evian Group, lauded efforts of CUTS in forming a

base for furthering such issues in government and industry.

L-R: Pradeep S Mehta, Dr C Rangarajan &
Prof Eleanor Fox at the CIRC public lecture,

New Delhi, January 18, 2006

Participants at the seminar on ‘Competition Policy and
Law’, held at New Delhi, during March 20-24, 2006
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Outreach Activities
The CIRC website www.circ.in was launched on January 18, 2006. It is

updated in unison with the activities that are happening at CIRC and offers

complete information.

Newsletter: The Centre produced a bi-monthly newsletter entitled,

�CIRCular�, which carries special articles on the subjects that CIRC covers.

It can be viewed at: http://www.circ.in/publication.htm

Marketing

� Internet Advertising and e-mailing to clientele as per in database

� Web Bulletin Board

� Write-ups and discussion forums

� Collateral: Brochure, Inserts, event specific fliers, nomadic stand etc

� Press/News Release

� Advertisements in Newspapers

CIRC in Media
Publicity plays a big part in the success of any good marketing/advertising

campaign. Events of CIRC are also covered in the media. All events

organised so far have been announced in the newspaper as a promotional

tool.
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Sajeev K S Nair
Regional Director, Lusaka

Vladimir Chilinya
Research
Assistant

Overseas Resource Centres

CUTS Africa Resource Centre (ARC), Lusaka

C
UTS ARC, Lusaka was registered in Zambia, in December 2000

and began operations in February 2001. The objective of the Centre

is to promote civil society cooperation on trade and development

and create long-term capacity of civil society representatives to address

the issues of equity and accountability. In addition, it works as a resource,

co-ordination and networking centre for various projects of CUTS in Africa.

Research & Publications

The Centre collaborated with CUTS ARC, Nairobi for the joint quarterly

newsletter entitled, �Tradequity�, which is circulated among the

stakeholders in the region. It also produced three issues of its quarterly

electronic newsletter, CUTS ARC Sounds which is circulated between the

partner and networking organisations. The content of the news bulletin

comprises of activities of the centre and other relevant news items on

trade, consumer protection and development. Besides, it also producer a

quarterly e-newsletter entitled, �Consumer Watch�. Four issues of the same

were produced during the year.

Advocacy & Networking

The Centre was involved in advocacy work on competition policy, consumer

protection, development oriented FDI policy, fair trade, poverty reduction,

stakeholder involvement in decision-making process. It carried out

advocacy work on international trade and development through publishing

policy briefs, newsletters, press releases and organising workshops.

Events
The Centre participated in the following events during the period:

� National workshop on WTO, in Lusaka, on April 18, 2005

� Launch workshop of NEPAD Project in Lusaka, on June 08-09, 2005

� CSO Regional Consultation on WTO/LDC Ministerial, in Livingstone,

from June 23-25, 2005

� Consultation on NEPAD, in Lusaka, on July 29, 2005

� National Stakeholder Workshop on Investment Policy, on August 22,

2005

� Workshop on Zambia National NEPAD Action Plan, October 19-21,

2005

� Training Workshop for the media, November 02, 2005

� National workshop on NEPAD, on November 29-30, 2005

� Technical Workshop on EPAs, in Lusaka, on March 16, 2006

Special Endeavour
CUTS ARC, Lusaka, organised a panel discussion on �Synergising LDC

and Developing Country Priorities� at the WTO Ministerial, Hong Kong,

on December 13-18, 2005. The objective of the discussion was to promote

cooperation between the developing and LDCs in the WTO system by

identifying areas of common interests and priorities in the Doha

Development Agenda (DDA) negotiations.
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Tamara Lordkipanidze
Centre Manager-cum

Secretary, London

Signe Glahn
Administrative

Assistant

Gideon Rabinowitz
Policy Analyst

Susannah Christie
Accounts Officer

CUTS London Resource Centre (LRC)

C
UTS LRC was established in February 2003. The work of CUTS

LRC builds on the expertise and experience of CUTS India,

particularly within the fields of international trade, economics and

development, as well as global decision-making processes. Working to

make the global economy work for development, LRC provides a route

for Southern civil society to voice their development concerns to Northern

policy makers and NGO partners. Through research, advocacy and

campaigning, the Centre seeks to build strong partnerships and alliances

between Northern and Southern actors in order to promote a sustainable

and just international trading system.

CUTS LRC is governed by a Board of Seven Trustees, and employs a staff

of five, including the Centre Manager. Since its inception, LRC has worked

with its partner organisations in India and Africa on a number of trade

and development projects.

Research and Publications

The Centre published four issues of its quarterly newsletter entitled,

�Bridging the Gap� and a series of policy briefs. The Centre also published

five issue papers for the Hong Kong Ministerial Conference held in Hong

Kong from December 13-18, 2005.

Advocacy and Networking

The EPA negotiations, currently taking place between the ACP countries

and the EU, could potentially threaten the livelihoods and basic human

rights of marginalised groups in the ESA region. In association with local

partners, the Centre implemented a project, �Capacity Building of the

Eastern and Southern African Civil Society during the EPA Negotiations�

with a broad range of grassroots groups in raising awareness on the

potential impact of an EPA on their livelihoods, and building their capacity

to feed their concerns regarding EPAs into the official negotiation process.

The project runs from October 2005 � September 2006 and is managed

by LRC. The project, supported by the Danish International Development

Agency (DANIDA) and Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Technische

Zusammenarbeit (GTZ), aimed to tackle the challenges that CSOs face in

engaging with their governments on EPAs. It will do this by building the

capacity of key CSOs in six countries (Ethiopia, Kenya, Malawi, Tanzania,

Uganda and Zambia) to carry out awareness-raising and consultative

activities on EPAs with a wide range of civil society groups and to provide

them with the skills and channels of communication through which they

could advocate their concerns to the policymakers.

CUTS LRC assisted C-CIER in implementing 7Up2 project for promoting

effective markets through competition policy and law.

In 2005, LRC took part in the Make Poverty History (MPH) coalition, the

British platform of the Global Campaign to End Poverty (GCAP). More

than 500 British organisations, including voluntary agencies, international

NGOs, unions and community-based organisations, took part in the

campaign under the banner More and Better Aid, Drop the Debt, Trade

Justice.

Udai S Mehta
Junior Legal Researcher
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The Centre campaigned on a number of issues relating to trade and

development during 2005 through its engagement with a number of UK

networks, including the UK Cotonou Lobby Group, Trade Policy

Consultative Forum and British Overseas NGOs for Development (BOND).

The Centre�s position within BOND, which is the most influential UK

network for development NGOs, was further strengthened when the Head

of LRC was elected to the BOND board in November 2005.

For greater outreach, CUTS LRC launched its own website www.cuts-

london.org in February 2006. During the period, the Centre continued to

expand its Friends of CUTS scheme through an interactive Friends-only

part of the LRC website, which was launched at an evening reception in

conjunction with the UK TDP national dialogue.
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Clement Victor Onyango
Incharge

C
UTS ARC, Nairobi, is a registered non governmental organisation

(NGO) that started its operations in the year 2002 to work in

the region of East Africa with the mandate of providing support to

NGO�s in the areas of consumer protection, poverty reduction,

development of trade and economic policy, training and advocacy. The

Centre continued efforts to consolidate and expand the activities of South-

South civil society co-operation in economic development and trade.

Research and Publications

CUTS ARC, Nairobi carried out research on trade issues in Africa out a

policy briefs on Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs) and a quarterly

newsletter, �Tradequity�. It also came up with a quarterly e-newsletter:

Regional Cooperation and Development Monitor.

Advocacy and Networking

CUTS ARC, Nairobi jointly with CUTS C-CIER, undertook a study on

�Regulatory Framework in Kenya�, under the project �Comparative Study

of Regulatory Framework in Select Developing Countries�, being funded

by AFD, Paris and implemented by CUTS C-CIER.

The Centre, in collaboration with CUTS LRC began a project on EPAs,

titled �Capacity Building of Eastern and Southern African Civil Societies

during the Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA) Negotiations�. The

project started in December 2005.

In period, CUTS ARC, Nairobi established links with a number of CSOs

working on trade and development issue in eastern and southern Africa.

Collaborative work has thus been extensively accomplished with like-

minded organisations where skills and expertise are shared in the spirit of

South-South civil society cooperation on trade and development issues.

CUTS ARC, Nairobi is non state sctor (NSA) member/representative of the

Ministry of Trade and Industry, Kenya under the EU-funded Kenya-EU

Post Lome Trade Programme (KEPLOTRADE). The Centre was represented

in two clusters, namely: Market access and Development aspects of the

African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP)-EU EPA negotiations.

CUTS Africa Resource Centre (ARC), Nairobi
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Selected CUTS� Publications

Research Report
� Ecolabelling: Is it a Visible Instrument for Trade Promotion? (#0505)

� Stocktaking of Progress Towards Sustainability: a pilot study of Indian

legislative initiatives (#0508)

� Consumer-friendly Cable TV System (#0509)

Report
� Competition Regimes in the World � A Civil Society Report (#0607)

Discussion Paper
� Multilateral Competition Framework: In Need of a Fresh Approach

(#0506)

Book
� Globalisation and Livelihood Concerns: People�s Perception in

Agricultural and Textiles & Clothing Sector in Rajasthan and West

Bengal

� Hanging By a Thread: Perspectives on the WTO Ministerial in Hong

Kong

� South Asian Positions in the WTO Doha Round: In Search of A True

Development Agenda (#0513)

Trade Law Briefs
� EC Sugar Dispute: One Last Stand for a Retiring Regime (No 1/2005)

� Brazil � US Upland Cotton Dispute: Is it the Beginning of the End for

Agricultural Subsidies? (No 2/2005)

� US Steel-Safeguard Dispute: Forged Protection brought to light (No 3/

2005)

� US Shrimp Dispute: Anti-dumping Gone to the Extreme! (No 4/2005)

Advocacy Document
� Linkages between Environmental Standards and Poverty: A People-

centred Approach

� Promoting Competition Policy and Law in Bangladesh � A Civil Society

Perspective

� Promoting Competition Policy and Law in Vietnam � A Civil Society

Perspective

� Promoting Competition Policy and Law in Lao PDR � A Civil Society

Perspective

Bill Blow-up
� The National Rural Employment Guarantee Bill, 2005

� The Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board Bill, 2005

� The Competition (Amendment) Bill, 2006: What needs to be done?
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Briefing Papers
� India, SAARC, ASEAN, BIMSTEC � Commonalities, Differences and

Future Cooperation (MGR No.1/2005)

� Enterprise Development in the Sub-Mekong Region: Its Transformation

and Impact (MGR No.2/2005)

� India-GMS Trade and Investment Corridor: Possible Role &

Responsibility of Thailand (MGR No.3/2005)

� Agriculture and Agro-industry in Cambodia (MGR No.4/2005)

� Trade in Textiles and Clothing: Exploring Cooperation between SAARC

and ASEAN (MGR No.5/2005)

� Investment for Development � Civil Society Perceptions (C-CIER No 1/

2005)

� Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) and Competition Policy (C-CIER No

2.2005)

� India and Mercosur: Boosting Trade through Regionalism (IBSA No.1/

2005)

� Mercosur-SACU FTA: Strengthening Relations across the South Atlantic

(IBSA No.2/2005)

� SACU and India: Towards a PTA (IBSA No.3/2005)

� Agriculture Trade Negotiations After the �July Package�: The Way

Forward for South Asia (SAFIT No.1/2005)

� Agriculture in �July Package�: An Assessment of Implications for Least

Developed Countries (SAFIT No.2/2005)

� Non-Agriculture Market Access: Priorities for South Asia (SAFIT No.3/

2005)

� South Asian Agenda for Services Negotiations: Commonalities and

Differences (SAFIT No.4/2005)

� Multilateral Agreement on Trade Facilitation: Important but Complex

Agenda for South Asia (SAFIT No.5/2005)

� Development Dimension of the Doha Agenda: A Major Concern for

South Asia (SAFIT No.6/2005)

� Liberalisation of Environmental Services: Trade, Environment and

Development � It�s All or Nothing! (No.2/2005)

� Technical Assistance and Capacity Building: Can WTO Serve

Developing Countries? (No.3/2005)

� Doha Development Agenda: Revisiting the Development Dimension

(No.4/2005)

� Better Regulatory Framework for Economic Development � How?

(C-CIER Policy Brief No.1/2005)

� Competition Issues in the Market on Farm Goods � From the rural

poor to luxurious supermarkets: Who profits? (C-CIER Policy Brief No.2/

2005)

� What Makes Regional Integration Work?: Lessons for South Asia (RECSA

No 3/2005)

� Can Economic Integration Facilitate Regional Conflict Resolution?

(RECSA No 4/2005)

� Informal Trade in South Asia: How to channelise to a formal route?

(RECSA No 5/2005)

� Competition Scenario in the Telecommunication Sector in Cambodia,

Laos and Vietnam (C-CIER No 1/2006)

Issue Notes
� Regulatory Autonomy and Accountability (No.1/2005)

� WTO Hong Kong Ministerial Conference: What is at Stake for India?

(No.2/2005)
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Issue Papers
� The Challenges of Effective Participation in the WTO: The Case of a

Least Developed Country (No.1/2005)

� Special & Differential Treatment for Developing Countries in the Doha

Round (No.2/2005)

� GATS, Infrastructure & Regulation (No.3/2005)

� Geographic Indications � A Sheep in Wolf�s Clothing (No.4/2005)

� External Financing for Poor Nations: Greater Commitments Needed

from the North (No.5/2005)

Monograph
� Abuse of Dominance in Developing Economies: A Focus on the Issues

in Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam
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Annual Accounts 2005-06

Management Report

T
he management of the CUTS International is responsible for preparing

the financial statements, which are in accordance with the auditing

standards generally applied in India. These are on a consistent

manner and are never overstated or misstated for reasons varying from

error to fraud. The financial statement includes amounts that are based on

management�s best estimates, accuracy and consistency.

The management of CUTS International has formulated and maintains a

system of internal discipline by providing the integrity and reliability of

the financial statements, the protection of assets from unauthorised use or

misuse and prevention of fraudulent financial reporting.

In addition, management administers its responsibility by fostering ethical

environment so that the organisation�s affairs are carried out according to

the highest standards of individual as well organisational regulation. This

responsibility is reflected in the organisation�s code of conduct,

development of a systematic process in compliance with the policies, and

open communication in resolving conflicts, if any.
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